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PREFACE.

"Knowing that far almost three hundred years the Thorough
Bass (General Bass or Figured Bass) Method has been gen orally

adopted by the entire civilized world as the basis for the study of

Harmony, it was perfectly clear to me, when in the year 1880 1

published my 'Sketch of a New Method for Harmony Instruction/

it would be exceedingly difficult to replace this Thorough Bass

(General Bass or Figured Bass) Method by a radically new course

of instruction for the study of Harmony."

These are the introductory words embodied in Dr. Hugo
Kiemann's preface to the third edition of his wonderful, ultra-

modern book, "Manual of Harmony," published in German, in the

year 1898.

Riemann certainly was right in stating it would be exceedingly

difficult to replace the old Thorough Bass System by a radically

new course of instruction for the study of Harmony. Almost
twenty years have elapsed since the publication of this marvellous

Riemann work with its many new and most beautiful musical

theories,—and it is astonishing that this book, containing true

revelations respecting Harmony, is known so little and used ex-

tremely seldom by musicians.

Probably, the principal reasons why musicians show an averse-

ness to liiemann's new work, can be assigned—firstly, to his theory

of Undertones.

Biemann's theory of the downward formation of all minor
chords—for instance, the chord a-c-e as consisting of the prime e,

the downward natural third c. and the downward natural fifth a—
has more or less proved a detriment to the aim of his work.

Secondly, the ideas and theories expressed by Riemann
throughout this entire work, "Manual of Harmony," are possibly

too advanced, and beyond the conception of the average student.

Therefore the present work, "Scales, Intervals, and Harmony,"
is kept as simple as possible, progressing only by slowest steps,

while no mention is made of Riemann's theory of "Undertones'' or

of the "downward" construction of minor chords.

Irrespective of these two points, it is a fact that throughout the

entire book of Riemann's

—

Music, in the fullest sense of the word,

is the Alpha and Omega—the quintessence of this work.



Every musician must readily admit that any Manual of Har-
mony in which the Thorough Bass Method is used as the vehicle for

the instruction of Harmony, contains but little music and almost
nothing but a very large number of inexpressibly dry rules and laws,

and figuratively speaking, an endless array of arithmetical prob-

lems.

It is safe to conclude that any book of the latter kind—because

it contains so little real music—the most unmusical person, possess-

ing only a sufficient amount of perseverance, will be able to work
through it and master all its problems. On the other hand, a

musically gifted student, feeling the lack of real music in this book,

will find the study very dry and dull beyond all description,—next

to nothing is left him for individuality or for any musical creation

of his own. Almost every note which is written in working out the

exercises is practically prescribed by a certain numeral; whereas,

studying Riemann's excellent method of Harmony, even at the

beginning— (for instance, Exercise 95 of this book)—the pupil has

occasion of writing something that he may really call his own. He
is allowed to create and exercise his own individuality through the

Riemann Method which makes the study of Harmony an art, while

any Thorough Bass Method of Harmony Instruction is a science.

Moreover, the student, after studying and working through an
entire course of Harmony according to the principles of the Thor-
ough Bass Method, has not succeeded in solving all its theories

—

nor has he obtained even a practical knowledge of Harmony. He
is utterly ignorant regarding one of the most difficult points in

Harmony ; namely, the formation of a correct Bass-voice,—to say

nothing of harmonizing a given melody, a process which is entirely

foreign to him. As the name "Thorough Bass" or "Figured Bass"
indicates, the Bass-voice has always been given to him; conse-

quently, he has never written any Bass-voice of his own construc-

tion. The great importance of being able to write a correct Bass,

—

which every musician will certainly admit is by far the most
difficult of all four voices,—has never been taught him.

In this Book, however, beginning at Ex. 130, without the aid

of any prescribed figured notation, excepting an occasional guide,

the pupil is compelled to write and find for himself almost the

entire Bass-voice of every exercise.

"Tonal Function"* is the magic word which Riemann has in-

troduced; and, it is Riemann's wonderful theory of the "Tonal
Functions of Chords" which converts his Manual of Harmony into

a work saturated with music.

In accordance with Riemann s teachings, Harmony becomes an
art for the ear and soul and not a science for the eye and brain.

fCompare Note No. 99, page 60.

VI



Although I have not had the great honor and benefit of having

been a personal pupil of Dr. Hugo Riemann (having studied Har-
mony, Counterpoint, Fugue and Composition according to the

Thorough Bass Method, under Rust, Jadassohn and Reinecke) no

words can express my highest admiration for his liberal ideas and
theories, and I heartily recommend his "Handbuch der Harmo-
nielehre" (Third Edition, Breitkopf and Haertel, Leipzig)—also,

his "Harmony Simplified" (Augener and Co., London), and
warmly endorse the careful study of same to every true musician.

New York, June 30th, 1915.
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PART L

SCALES.

Note No. 1.

In modern music, two tone-genders or tone-modes (in German,
Tongeschlechter) exist, and they are called Major and Minor.

In general, the impression on the musical mind of the Major
gender (or major mode) is joyful, festive, animated, brilliant, light,

while the effect produced by the Minor gender (or minor mode)
is melancholic, gloomy, doleful, sad, heavy,—or to quote the words
of the celebrated theorist, Moritz Hauptmann, —"Like unto the

drooping branches of the weeping willow, in striking contrast to

the erect tree of life, we recognize in Minor the expression of

mourning."

Xote Xo. 2.

The Signatures of All Fifteen Major Scales.

(Regarding the number ''fifteen" compare Appendix Xote I.)

C major—No signature,

G major—one sharp, F major—one flat,

D major—two sharps, B flat major—two flats.

A major—three sharps, E flat major—three flats,

E major—four sharps, A flat major—four flats,

B major—five sharps, D flat major—five flats,

F sharp major—six sharps, G flat major—six flats,

C sharp major—seven sharps, C flat major—seven flats.

Xote Xo. 3.

The exact series of the seven sharps is:

F sharp,
<

' sharp,

G sharp,

I) sharp,

A sliarp,

E sharp,

B sharp.

The exact series of the seven flats is:

B flat,

E flat,



Major and Minor Scales

A flat,

D flat

G flat,

C flat,

F fiat.

Exercise 1.

Give the signatures of the following scales:

F sharp major,

D flat major,

A major,

C sharp major,

E flat major,

B major,

A flat major,

F major,

C sharp major,

B flat major,

D major,

G flat major,

E major,

C flat major,

G major,

A flat major,

F sharp major,

B flat major,

E major,

G flat major,

B major,

E flat major,

D major,

C flat major,

A major,

D flat major,

F sharp major,

G flat major,

C sharp major,

C flat major.

Note No 4.

Although in the Major mode there is only one form of major
scale, in the Minor mode there are three variations or forms,

resulting in the following three kinds of minor scales:

1. the natural or original minor scale

:

$
_o-o "

-o **-

2. the harmonic minor scale:

$
a o **.

-©-
-e> ^

3. the melodic minor scale

:

h^ fco
-Ji ^ o " ft° tt y—R° " O 4 i

(ft n O-V ==\ " o < v

tf



and their Signature

Note Xo. 5.

Comparing the three different A minor scales as illustrated in

Note No. 4,—the signatures of all three scales differ as follows:

The scale of A minor, natural, has no signature at all

—

The signature of the scale of A minor, harmonic, is one sharp

(G sharp)—
And the signature of the scale of A minor, melodic, is: as-

cending two sharps (F sharp and G sharp) and descending no

signature at all.

Inasmuch, as the more modern harmonic and melodic minor

scales are only modifications of the old, true, and original minor

scale, the signature of the natural minor scale is decisive and au-

thoritative for the key. Consequently, the real signature, for in-

stance, of the key of A minor is not one sharp, nor two sharps,—but

no signature at all as the natural minor scale indicates ; and the

tones F sharp and G sharp, when appearing in the key of A minor,

are called the accidentally raised tones of that minor key.

Note No. G.

Therefore, every minor key has besides its signature, two acci-

dentally raised tones which are the. sixth and seventh tones of the

original minor scale raised by a large semitone.*

However, of these two accidentally raised tones, the acci-

dentally raised seventh tone is of far greater importance than the

accidentally raised sixth tone; because, the former becomes the

highly important "Leading tone"** of the key; and when speaking

of "the accidentally raised tone" in minor, the raised seventh is

always understood.

Note No. 7.

Comparing any major scale with the natural minor scale of

the same letter-name, for instance, the scales of A major and
A minor, natural:—

$ -*^n»°"»
o<t
"~n j 1 1 »

i
" i

<-> -€»•

w
or the scales of F major and F minor, natural:—

^T^""""^ ^,. Ul°I^
•Regarding the term "Semitone" and "Half-step." see Notes Xo. 12

ami 13.

•Regarding the designation "Leading tone," see Note Xo. S.°».



Major and Minor Scales

it is evident, that the difference between the major scale and the

natural minor scale of the same letter-name is to be found in the

third, sixth, and seventh tones of such two scales,—and these three

tones in the major scale are a semitone or half-step (compare Notes

No. 12 and 13) higher than in the natural minor scale of the same

letter-name: and herefrom, the following practical rules may be.

derived :

—

Note Xo. 8.

1. If a major scale has sharps, the signature of the minor
scale of the same letter-name is found by deducting three sharps

from the key-signature of such major scale ; for example, the signa-

ture of the scale of B major is the sharps—consequently, the signa-

ture of the scale of B minor, less three sharps, is two sharps.

2. If a major scale has flats, the signature of the minor scale

of the same letter-name is found by adding three more flats to the

key-signature of such major scale; for example, the signature of"

the scale of A flat major is four flats—consequently, the signature

of the scale of A flat minor, plus three flats, is seven flats.

3. Tf a major scale has less than three sharps (as the scales of

C ma /or, G major and D major)—the signature of the minor scale

of the same letter-name is found by deducting the number of sharps

of such major scale from the numeral three, and the result will

indicate the number of flats belonging to such minor scale of the

same Letter-name. For example, the signature of the scale of D
major is two sharps—consequently, the signature of the scale of J)

minor is: three minus two sharps = one flat; and further, as in

the case of the C major scale, same having no signature at all,

there is naught to be deducted, thus the numeral three represents

in itself the number of flats indicating the signature of the minor
scale of the saine letter-name ; therefore, the signature of the scale

of C minor is three flats (compare Appendix Note II).

Note No. 9.

The three rules given in Note No. 8 will help the student to

find readily the signatures of all minor scales, with the exception of

the following three scales:

The scale of G sharp minor,
" " " D sharp minor,
" " " A sharp minor.

Therefore, the following Note must 'be committed to memory.

Note No. 10.

The signature of the scale of G sharp minor is 5 sharps,
" " " " D sharp minor " sharps,
" " " " A sharp minor " 7 sharps.



and their Signatures

Note No. 11.

The Signatures of All Fifteen Minor Scales.

(Compare Appendix Note 1.)

A minor—No signature.

E minor—one sharp,

B minor—two sharps,

F sharp minor—three sharps,

C sharp minor—four, sharps,

G sharp minor—five sharps,

D sharp minor—six sharps,

A sharp minor—seven sharps,

D minor—one flat,

G minor—two fiats,

C minor—three flats,

F minor—four flats,

B flat minor—five flats,

E flat minor—six flats,

A flat minor—seven flats.

Give the signatures

C sharp minor,

E flat minor,

A minor,

F sharp minor,

B flat minor,

D sharp minor,

C minor,

A sharp minor,

F minor,

E minor,

A flat minor,

B minor,

D sharp minor,

G minor,

A sharp minor,

C minor,

Exercise 2.

of the following scales

:

G sharp minor,

B flat minor,

E minor,

A flat minor.

F sharp minor,

E flat minor,

C sharp minor,

D minor,

A sharp minor,

F minor,

D sharp minor,

G minor,

B minor,

A flat minor,

G sharp minor,

D minor.

Exercise 3.

Give the signatures of the following scales:

D minor,

F sharp major,

E flat minor,

B major,

C sharp minor,

F major.

A flat minor,

D major,

E minor,

E flat major,

D sharp minor,

G flat major,

C minor,

C sharp major,

B minor,

B flat major,

G sharp minor,

C flat major,

A minor,

E major,



6 Semitones and Whole-tone:

F minor,

D flat major,

F sharp minor,

G flat major,

G minor,

A flat major.

A sharp minor,

Xote No. 12.

major,

B flat minor,

C flat major,

D sharp minor,

A major,

G sharp minor,

A flat major.

The distance from any tone to its immediate neighbor, i. e.,

C to C sharp,—D to E ftat,—E to F,—is called a semitone or a
half-step.

Xote No. 13.

There are two different kinds of semitones (or half-steps) :

Large semitones (or Large half-steps) and
Small semitones (or Small half-steps).

1. A semitone (or half-step) is called large, if it is composed
of two tones which have the same letter-name; for instance, F to

F sharp,—D flat to D natural,—A sharp to A double sharp.

2. A semitone (or half-step) is called small, if it is composed
of two tones which have consecutive letter-names; for instance,

I) sharp to E—B to C,—E flat to F fat. and G double sharp to

A Sharp, etc. (compare Appendix Xote III).

Xote Xo. 14.

The sum of two consecutive semitones (of which one is a large

and the other a small semitone) is called a whole-tone or whole-

step. Whole-tones (or whole-steps) are C to D,—E flat to F,—
B stiarp to C double sharp.

Exercise 4.

Xame the following tones (or steps) ; whether whole-tone,

large semitone, or small semitone:

t jjoti
oH<r^||tr" " Hbobg

•«-#<»-

$
fedfcn o Po v* 9 =<> Co1 m

=o^5i

P ofrJil l" <gUi|»P Mtl "ll
t|jg^



Semitones and Whole-tonei

$
bo o

Eggrr~ ~1 tmir
*^#<> II

o
,*>xt>

£
fefebrz

>>"tj"|l,oU et22DZ^ o*>

i x<^° ;<> x<>
A «%l>t>0 ll

[y
Ufc l lljokJ^tt"°"H x-o-

(h x o)t o l|ti BaBE
**>

"° x<t IHt°" ll bo5
xn

rr

4 ko llU l
go

I I """^HH^^ BEE
l?TT^XOXft*

1PI
bol*» ot

l °ll l;otjo
W>c>H'<>

xo^

Exercise 5.

What is a whole-tone
"

large semitone
" small semitone
" whole-tone
"

large semitone
" small semitone
u whole-tone
"

large semitone
'*'

small semitone
Cl whole-tone
"

large semitone
''

small semitone
" whole-tone
"

large semitone
" small semitone
''

whole-tone
u

large semitone
" small semitone
u whole-tone
u whole-tone
"

large semitone
u small semitone
"

whole-tone

from C sharp,

B flat.

" A sharp,

D flat,

G flat,

(' flat,

E sharp,
" F sharp,

A flat.

F flat.
16 E sharp,

B flat.

" G sharp,

D flat,

G sharp.

A flat,

C sharp,

F flat,

B sharp.

D double flat,

C double sharp.

G double flat.

E double sharp.

'Although In practical music triple chromatic signs do not exist,

theoretically they may be used.



Major and Minor Scales

What is a large semitone from B double flat,

small semitone " A double sharp,

whole-tone ft F double flat,
' large semitone n A double sharp,
' small semitone a C double flat,

whole-tone a G double sharp,
' large semitone a G double flat,
' small semitone a B double sharp,
1

whole-tone a A double flat,
1

large semitone ft F double sharp,
' small semitone a D double flat,
' whole-tone u B double sharp,
' large semitone t( E double flat?

Note No. 15.

Examples of the four different kinds of scales

:

J. Major:

i <» " fei-
«- .. fto it" -*

|

1

iVi2M 8 *& 4 % fi Vi 6 14 7 Yz 8

A Minor, natural:

i
-o-

1 Vi 2 % 3 ^ 4 % 5 % 6 % 7 % 8

A Minor, harmonic:

m LOL
XH o <»

IX

1 Vi 2 Vz 3 K 4 Vt 5 *fe 6 i% 7 Yz 8

N:B.

i

A Minor, melodic:

ii tt°ti
o_ fr° t;o » XE XE

iyi2y23^4%5yi6yi7%8 8% 7ft 6&5ft4ft3%2*l

The comparative difference between these four kinds of scales

is to be found in the different places of the whole-tones and semi-

tones :



Major and Minor Scales

Major :
— 1 1/1 2 1/1 3 1/2 4 1/1 5 1/1 6 1/1 7 1/2 8

Minor (natural) :— 1 Ui 2 1/2 3 1/1 4 1/1 bvzJS 1/1 7 1/1 8

Minor (harmonic) :
—1 1/1 2 1/2 3 1/1 4 1/1 5 1/26 1V2 7 V28

N.B.

Minor (melodic) :
— 1 1/1 2 1/2 3 1/1 4 1/1 5 1/1 6 1/1 7 V2 8

||

8 1/1 7 1/1 6 1/2 5 1/1 4 1/1 3 1/2 2 1/1

1

Note No. 16.

The characteristic tone deciding whether a scale (or key)

is major or minor is the third tone of the scale—the third being the

only tone which, without exception, is always different in major
and minor.

Note No. 17.

In accordance with the modern equally tempered system of

tuning, the word "enharmonic" means different names for the

same pitch; i. e., enharmonic tones are F sharp and pat; C and

B sharp,—and enharmonic scales are the scales of C sharp major
and D flat major; and the scales of E fiat minor and D sharp

minor; etc.

—

Note No. 18.

Although the student is cautioned not- to foster the idea that

the minor mode has been derived from the major mode (an idea

which is most absurd and absolutely wrong) the following expedi-

ents regarding minor scales may be of great help to beginners.

1. In order to find a certain harmonic minor scale, take the

major scale of the same letter-name, lower its third and its sixth

degrees a large semitone and the result will be the harmonic minor
scale.

2. In order to find a certain melodic minor scale, take the

harmonic minor scale of the same letter-name, and—ascending,

•raise its sixth degree a large semitone, and descending, lower its

seventh and its [raised] sixth degrees a large semitone, and the

result will be the melodic minor scale.

Carefully noting the above instructions, the student will ex-

perience no difficulty in finding all harmonic and melodic minor
scales with the exception, however, of the three minor scales given in

Note No. 9. These three scales, namely

:

The scale of G sharp minor.
" " " D sharp minor,
" " " A sharp minor,

may be found by means of their respective enharmonic (compare
Note No. 17) scales—to wit,
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A flat minor,

E flat minor,

B fiat minor.

(Also compare Note No. 22.)

Exercise 6.

Write or recite the following scales

:

C minor, harmonic, E flat minor, melodic,

G minor, melodic. G sharp minor, harmonic,

A sharp minor, harmonic, D sharp minor, melodic.

C sharp minor, melodic, F minor, harmonic,

B flat minor, harmonic, A flat minor, melodic.

Note No. 19.

"PARALLEL SCALES*' (and parallel keys)* are one major
and one minor scale (or key) which have the same signature; for

instance, the scales (and keys)

—

A minor and C major, or the

scales (and keys)

—

F sharp major and D sharp minor, etc.

Note No. 20.

In order to find the parallel scale (or parallel key) of a certain

major scale, take the sixth degree of this major scale, and this tone

will be the key-note or fundamental tone of the parallel minor scale

(or parallel minor key).

—

In order to find the parallel scale (or parallel key) of a certain

minor scale, take the third degree of this minor scale, and this tone

will be the key-note or fundamental tone of the parallel major scale

(or parallel major key).

ti u a

a a a

a a St

a a a

a a a

*i a a

a a a

a a it

Exercise 7.

ale s of E major,
a " F minor,
a " B major,
a " G minor,
a " I) major,
a " F sharp minor,
ti " G major,
a " C minor,
ti " F sharp major,
a " B flat minor,
a " C flat major,

•For various reasons the more modern expressions "Parallel scales"

and "Parallel keys" are far better and more adequate than the old names,
'•Relative minor" and "Relative major."
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What Is the parallel scale of G sharp minor,
; A major,

A sharp minor,

C major,

E flat minor,

sharp major,

A flat minor,

E flat major,

I) minor,

G flat major,

C sharp minor,

B flat major,

B minor,

F major,

E minor,

A flat major,

A minor,

D flat major,
" D sharp minor?

1 1

Exercise 8.

Which two parallel scales have for their signature-

" it

« tt

u tt

a • <

110

for

their signature—3
—

5

sharps,

flats,

u
—6

2

sharps.

Hats.
a u —

T

sharps,
it —3 Hats.

it

— I— t

sharp,
Hats,

u —

5

sharps
Ignature,

their signature—(I flats.

sharps,

Hats.

—4
— 1

sharps,

flat?

fhicl minor sea
" major **

minor **

a major a

minor
major
minor

H major ..

Exercise 9.

has I r It: lignature—

1

flat,—

1

sharps,
— (> sharps.
—'2 flats,

—

7

flats,

—3 sharps.

—

5

sharps,

— 1 flat,
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Which minor scale has for its signature—5 flats,

tt

major "

minor " tt

a

a

a

a
major "

minor u

a

tt

tt

a

tt

major *

minor "

a

a

a

a

tt

major '

minor '* a

a

a

a
major "

minor '' it

a

a

4i major '

« a

« minor '
tt a

a
major '

minor '

a

it

a

a

tt

major *

minor '

a

It tt

" major ' li a

a minor '

it a

ft major '

a a

a minor '
it tt

>c major '
ft a

a minor '
a a

a
major '

minor '

tt

a

tt

a

« major '
: a tt

tt minor '
i a (t

" major i i a tt

a minor '
a a

" major '
( a a

a minor '
it a

major *
a a

XOTE Xo. 81.

sharps,

sharps,

flats,

flats,

sharp,

sharps,

flats,

flats,

sharps,

sharp,

flats,

flats,

sharps,

sharps,

flats,

flats,

sharps,

sharps,

flats,

flats,

sharps,

sharps,

flats,

flats,

sharps,

sharps,

flats,

flats,

3 sharps,

5 sharps,

2 flats?

Although in practical music no signatures of more than seven

sharps, or more than seven flats are used,—theoretically, scales with

more than seven sharps or seven flats do exist; for example, the

scale of D sharp major is:

—

* *m it" 8
TIT

*5=* ZH

And the signature of this scale (or key) of D sharp major is nine

sharps, or strictly speaking, two double sharps and five single sharps

(compare Appendix Note IV).
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Note No. 22.

Another simple and practical method of finding the signature

of even the most unusual scale or key, is to take the enharmonic
scale (or key) and deduct its number of sharps or flats from the

numeral twelve— (the sum total of the two signatures of any two

enharmonic scales is always twelve)—and the result will indicate

the number of flats or sharps of the scale (or key) desired. For
example :

—

Ques. What is the signature of the scale (or key) of D flat

minor?
Ans. The enharmonic scale of D flat minor is the scale of

P sharp minor—and the signature of C sharp minor is four sharps;

subtract four from twelve, the result being eight—consequently, the

signature of the scale (or key) of D flat minor is eight flats, or

rightly said, one double flat and six single flats.

Exercise 10.

Give the signatures of the following scales

:

C flat minor,

G sharp major,

F flat minor,

A sharp major,

G flat minor,

F flat major,

E sharp minor.



PART II

INTERVALS.

Note No. 23.

In musical terminology the word "INTERVAL" means the

distance between any two tones—and an interval takes its name
from the number of letter-names or degrees it embraces ; i. e.,

the interval from C to D is a second,
« j) « F « thirdj
" E" A " fourth,
u B u F u m]u

(For the present all intervals are figured upward.)

Exercise 11.

Whai is the fifth of C,
a a tt fourth a

G,
tt " tt

second
a E,

a tt a
seventh

a
c\

a a a
third

a
F,

a u a
second

a B,
a a a

sixth
a A,

tt a a
fifth

a D,
a a a

third
a A,

tt tt a
seventh

tt
1),

tt a a fourth a
c,

it a a
fifth

a
B,

tt a a
sixth

a
E,

it tt a second a
G,

it a a seventh
a A,

a a a
third

a V,
tt a a

sixth
a

G,
tt a a

fourth
tt Ft

E No. -l\.

Any interval of a second being identical with a whole-tone (or

a whole-step) is called a major second; for example, major seconds

are: A to B,—F sharp to G sharp,—B flat to C—
Any interval of a second being identical with a small semitone

(or small half-step) is called a minor second; and, minor seconds
wTi x_ n /^r ^7. i.„ n ttj i„ n J3„-t ~±„



Seconds and Thir

Exercise 12.

Whal is the major second of G,
u " •' minor second G,

<> it major second E,
it u ci minor second A,
'- •' a major second D,
a it " minor second B,
(i " a major second F,
a a a minor second G,
<• •' a major second C sharp,
it a it minor second B flat,
'' " a major second F sharp,
a it a minor second D flat,

tl a major second
ii E sharp,

a a a minor second a A sharp,
(t " a major second

a G sharp,
it a a minor second " A flat,

" major second " F flat.
a a it minor second a C flat.
" " a major second

a D sharp,
et it a minor second " E flat.
ei " a major second a A sharp,
a a a minor second a G flat.
{i " a major second a B sharp,

a a minor second ii F flat?

Note No. 25.

Any interval of a third composed of two whole-tones (or two
whole-steps) is called a major third; for example, major thirds are;

F to A—D flat to F—E to G sharp-
Any interval of a third composed of one whole-tone and one

small semitone is called a minor third; and, minor thirds are:

A to C,—D sharp to F sharp—C to E flat, etc.

Exercise 13.

hal is the major third of F sharp,
a " " minor second * F flat,
a u " minor third u A double sharp,
a '• '* major second " C sharp,
a " " major third " B double flat.
a u " minor second " G sharp,
a " " major second " E doable flat.
(t " " major third " C double sharp,
a '* " minor second " F double flat.
a u

" minor third " E sharp,
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What is the minor second of G double flat,
tt a ct major third " A sharp,
« a a minor second " D double flat,
a a a major second " E double sharp,
a i< tt minor third " C flat,
a a a minor second " B sharp,
a a " major third " E sharp,
it tt ft minor third " F flat,
a it a major second " D double sharp,
a tt a minor third " G double flat?

Note No. 26.

The intervals of a fourth and a fifth as they are found in any
major scale, figured from the key-note or fundamental tone of the

scale to its fourth or to its fifth degree are called a perfect fourth

and a perfect fifth— (a major fourth or a minor fourth and a major

fifth or a minor fifth do not exist). To find the perfect fourth of

F, take the fourth degree of the scale of F major, which is B flat—
and this tone B flat, will be the perfect fourth of F.

To find the perfect fifth of F sharp, take the fifth degree of the

scale of F sharp major, which is C sharp,—and this tone C sharp,

will be the perfect fifth of F sharp.

Exercise 14.

What is the perfect fifth of D,
a a tt

perfect fourth
a A,

a a a
perfect fifth

tt G,
" a a

perfect fourth
it

c,
a a a

perfect fifth
it B,

a a »<
perfect fourth

" C sharp,
a a it perfect fifth

it E flat,
a a tt

perfect fourth
a F,

a a a
perfect fifth

a A flat, .

a a a
perfect fourth

" C flat,
a a a

perfect fifth
tt B sharp,

a a a
perfect fourth

a A sharp,
u a a

perfect fifth
it D flat,

a a tt
perfect fourth

" F double flat,
a a a

perfect fifth
it F double sharp,

a tt a
perfect fourth

a B double sharp,
a a a

perfect fifth
tt B double flat,

a tt a
perfect fourth

tt A double flat?



Sixths and Sevenths

Exercise 15.

Name the following intervals:

$ £ XE
"»" yto" ll l.„

l'"
lly .. l l|

>

^oH||»

$ * ^°iL.ioini""to. ^iPm*=

P SsfcS o 5P
„ tt"H}totf» ll

Wt'

T7t7TT*0 $rr

| ""hL^ ii iK 'i iHi'i
fi
jHg

bbm
a:mXE EX*

*
teJaafe SllPPO XEXE XEXT

| l,.^>l |
lM>"L.J|u ||

ti"
||

b01
"

Sf^
p ^4\>U^\\^H \

ll
j,jH°L.M \

^
Note Xo. 27.

The basis of measurement for intervals is the major scale,

as in any major scale all intervals figured upward from the key-

note or fundamental tone of the scale are called either perfect or

major; for example, the different intervals in the scale of B major

are:

$ flo ,, fe, IXEO O «E!n *>

Perfect major major perfect perfect major major perfect

prime* second third fourth fifth sixth seventh octave**

Consequently, in order to find, for instance, the major sixth of

C sharp, take the sharp major scale and the sixth tone (or de-

•Although in fact there exists no interval or distance between two
tones of the same pitch, yet in musical terminology the repetition of the

very same tone is called a "perfect prime."

•The expression "eighth" is not used in referring to this interval,

hut the word "Octave" is used instead.
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gree) of this scale will be the major sixth of C sharp; namely,

A sharp—
In order to find the major seventh of D flat, take the D flat

major scale and the seventh tone (or degree) of this scale will be

the major seventh of D flat ; namely, C natural.

Note No. 28.

No definite names will be used for intervals larger than one

octave, and the names Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, etc., are not applied

specifically to the intervals themselves, as will be seen later.

Any interval larger than one octave takes its name from the

interval acquired by removing either the upper tone or the lower

tone of the interval in question within the limiting range of one

octave ; thus, all of the following intervals are called Thirds re-

gardless of the distance intervening between same:

^ m
Note No. 20.

Any major interval reduced by a large semitone, becomes a

minor interval; for instance, the major sixth, C sharp to A sharp,

will be changed into a minor sixth either by raising the lower tone

of the interval, C sharp, into C double sharp, or by lowering the

higher tone of the interval, A sharp, into A natural.

Exercise 16.

hat is the major third of C sharp,
u it tt minor sixth

a A flat,
a a "

perfect fourth
a E sharp,

a " tt minor second
a D double flat,

'• ** tt major seventh
a B sharp,

a " "
perfect fifth

a F flat,
a '* a major second

a G double sharp
a "•' a

perfect octave
a D flat,

a tt tt minor third
a F sharp,

a *•' a major sixth
a B flat,

tc tt a
perfect prime a G sharp,

tt " a minor seventh
a C flat,

a <•' tt major third
a D flat,

tt tt a minor sixth
a B sharp,

tt tt tt

perfect fourth
a E flat,

a tt a minor second a C double sharp
" a {i major seventh

a A double flat,

perfect fifth
a E sharp,
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What is the major second of B doiible flat,
a a a minor third

a
flat.

a a a major sixth
a A double sharp,

ft a

a

a

a
perfect prime
minor seventh

C flat,

D sharp,
« a a major third a A sharp,
u a a minor sixth

a C flat,
a a K

perfect fourth
a F double sharp,

a u It minor second
tt B flat,

ii

a

a

iC

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

major seventh

major second

perfect fifth

minor third

a

a

a

a

(1 sharp,

E flat,

B,

C doable sharp,
tt a a major sixth

tt D flat,
a a a minor seventh

tt B sharp,
a

a

a

(t

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

major third

minor sixtli

perfect fourth

minor second

it

a

a

a

F flat,

D sharp,

C flat,

A sharp,
a

a

a

a

a

a
major seventh

major second

a

a
B flat,

E sharp.
it

a

a

a a
perfect fifth

minor third

tt

a
D doable flat,

A flat,
a a a major sixth

a G double sharp,
a a a minor seventh

a F flat?

Note N o. 30.

Any perfect interval enlarged by a large semitone, becomes an

augmented interval,—and a perfect interval reduced by a large

semitone, becomes a diminished interval; for example, the perfect

fourth of F is B flat—hence, the augmented fourth of F is

B natural, and the diminished fourth of F is B double flat.

However, as the interval of a perfect prime certainly cannot

be reduced, a diminished prime does not exist (compare Xote No.

No. 37).

Exercise 17.

mt is the perfect fourth of E flat.
a augmented octave M

/) sharp,
M it a diminished fifth " B,
.. a augmented prime " A sharp,
t a a

diminished fourth " F flat,
.. tt

perfect fifth '

r B sharp,
.. a diminished octave "

flat,
a a a augmented fourth "

E.
.. .. augmented fifth

ft
11 sharp.
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What is the perfect fourth of C flat,
tt a a augmented octave

" F flat,
it a a diminished fifth " E,
tt ft a augmented prime " D double flat,
a a a diminished fourth " A sharp,
tt a Li

perfect fifth
" C flat,

a tc it diminished octave
(i F double sharp.

a a it augmented fourth
" G flat,

ti a it augmented fifth
' : F sharp,

a a a
perfect fourth " F flat,

tt a a augmented octave
" G sharp,

a ti a diminished fifth " C flat,
a " a augmented prime " G sharp,
u a a diminished fourth " C double flat,
ti tc a augmented fifth " C flat,
tt a tt

perfect fifth B,
a a a diminished octave i( E sharp,
a a a augmented fourth " C flat,
it tt a augmented fifth " E flat,
ft a a

perfect fourth " G double sharp,
ft a a augmented octave

iC B doid)le flat,
f* a a diminished fifth " A sharp,
ft a a augmented prime u B flat,
it ti a diminished fourth " D sharp,
tt a a augmented fifth

(( B flat,
a a n

perfect fifth A flat,
tt a a diminished octave i( G sharp,
a a a augmented fourth " F flat,

a a augmented fifth " G double sharp?

Note Xo. 31.

A major second enlarged by a large semitone, becomes an

augmented second (a diminished second does not exist)—conse-
quently, there are three different kinds of Seconds:

Major, minor, and augmented.

Note No. 32.

A major third enlarged by a large semitone, becomes an

augmented third,—and a minor third reduced by a large semitone,

becomes a diminished third; consequently, there are four different

kinds of Thirds:

Major, minor, augmented, and diminished.
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Note No. 33.

Regarding Fourths and Fifths—there are three different kinds

of each

:

Perfect, augmented and diminished.

(Compare Notes Xo. 20 and 30.)

Note No. 34.

A major sixth enlarged by a large semitone, becomes an aug-

mented sixth,—and a minor sixth reduced by a large semitone,

becomes a diminished sixth ; consequently, there are four different

kinds of Sixths—similar in classification to the four kinds of thirds

—viz.,

31ajor, minor, augmented, and diminished.

Note No. 35.

A minor seventh reduced by a large semitone, becomes a

diminished seventh (an augmented seventh does not exist)—con-

sequently, there are three different kinds of Sevenths:

Major, minor, and diminished.

Note No. 36.

There are three different kinds of Octaves—correspondingly

the same in classification as fourths and fifths—and they are:

Perfect, augmented, and diminished.

Note No. 37.

Regarding primes—there are only two different kinds of

Primes, perfect and augmented,—and as stated in Note No. 30, a

diminished prime does not exist.

Exercise 18.

Hiat is the diminished seventh of F,
.. t< « augmented second

" B,
(t u « diminished third " G,
tc .. Si augmented sixth " D sharp,
i( .. a diminished sixth " c,
tt ti " augmented third " A,
a w " diminished seventh " B sharp,
(( •• •• augmented second " A flat
« .. " diminished third " A sharp,
it .. .. augmented sixth " (' flat,
.. • " diminished sixth " B sliarp,
4t .. '• augmented third

" C flat,
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What is the diminished
" " augmented

• diminished

augmented
diminished

augmented
diminished

augmented
diminished

augmented
diminished

augmented
diminished

augmented
diminished

augmented
diminished

augmented

ii ii

a a

a a

a a

tt a

a a

a a

a a

a ii

a a

a a

a a

a a

a a

seventh of

second "

third
"

sixth
"

sixth
"

third "

seventli
"

second "

third
"

sixth
«

sixtli
u

third
"

seventh
"

second "

third
"

sixth
"

sixth
u

third "

E flat,

E sharp,

F flat,

B sharp,

F flat,

D sharp.

G sharp,

C double flat,

D doable sharp,

E double flat,

G double sharp,

G doable flat,

G flat,

A doable sharp,

G flat,

G doable sharp,

A double flat,

F double sharp?

Xote No. 38.

Complete List of all Twenty-five Intervals.

Primes: Two kinds, —Perfect and augmented.
Seconds: Three kinds,—Major, minor, and augmented.
Thirds: Four kinds, —Major, minor, augmented, and dimin-

ished.

Fourths: Three kinds,—Perfect, augmented, and diminished.

Fifths: Three kinds,—Perfect, augmented, and diminished.

Sixths: Four kinds, —Major, minor, augmented, and dimin-

ished.

Sevenths: Three kinds,—Major, minor, and diminished.

Octaves: Three kinds,—Perfect, augmented, and diminished.

(Compare Appendix Note V.)

Exercise 19.

riiat is the diminished fifth of G sharp,
" a a augmented octave " B flat,
" a a diminished sixth " E flat,
ii a a major third

il E sharp,
ii a a minor sixth " C flat,
ii a a augmented second u

I) sliarp,
ii a u

perfect fourth " F flat,
ii a a diminished seventh " A sharp,
ii a a augmented prime " G flat,
a a a minor second u B sliarp,
ii a a

perfect octave " E flat,
" n " augmented third " B sharp,
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»'hat is 1[he diminished third of C sharp,
'•' *• " major sixth

*•
J) flat,

a '• u augmented fifth
" F sharp,

a .. " minor seventh tt G sharp.
a .. " major second a A flat,
a .. ** minor third a B flat,
tt a u augmented sixth

a K sharp,
tt a " diminished fourth a C flat.
a a " diminished octave

t>
J) sharp.

a a " perfect prime " F flat
a " " augmented fourth

ti A sharp.
tt a " major seventh

it G flat,
a a " perfect fifth

(t B sharp.
a a " diminished fifth

it F flat.
it a " augmented octave

it A sharp,
a a " diminished sixth

a E sharp,
" a " major third

" G flat,
tt " " minor sixth

a B sharp,
tt ee " augmented second tt E flat,
tt a " perfect fourth

a
(' sharp.

" " " diminished seventh a D flat.
a tt " augmented prime u F sharp,
a a u minor second

' (t A flat,
a '* " augmented third

a E sharp.
a a u diminished third

a B flat,
a u " major sixth

n E sharp,
tt a " augmented fifth

a C flat.
a a w major second

a
]) sharp.

a " minor seventh
a F flat,

it " " minor third
a A sharp,

it " " augmented sixth
" G flat,

<t tt " diminished fourth
a B sharp.

tt ° " diminished octavo
a E flat,

it Si " augmented fourth
a

I) sharp,
a a " major seventh

a F flat,
u *• " perfect fifth

a
.1 sliarp,

tt u " diminished fifth
a doable sliarp.

it " " augmented octave
a D double flat.

a " " diminished sixth
" D doable sliarp.

" " " major third
a F doable sharp,

u " minor sixth
a A doable flat.

•• •• " augmented second
a Q doable sharp,

ft '•' " perfect fourth
tt

J] doable flat,
'* .. " diminished seven tl 1

" E doable sharp.
tt •• " augmented prime it C doable flat.
.. tl "' minor second

a D doable sharp.
tt '•' " augmented tliird

it B doable flat.
tt tt " diminished third

tt A doable sharp.
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What is the major sixth of double flat,
" " " augmented fifth /' D double sharp,
" " " major second " E double flat,
" " " minor seventh H C double sharp,
u " " minor third " D double flat,
" " " angmented sixth " F double sharp,
" " " diminished fourth u A double flat,
16 " " diminished octave

'* G double sharp,
" " " augmented fourth " E double flat,
" " " major seventh " C double sharp,
11 " "

perfect fifth
" D double flat?

INVERSION OF INTERVALS.

Note No. 39.

Inverting an interval means to transpose either the lower tone

of the interval a perfect octave higher—or to transpose the upper
tone of the interval a perfect octave lower, the result in both cases

being exactly the same as far as the interval or distance is con-

cerned.

However, inverting an interval larger than an octave, it is

necessary first of all to remove the upper or lower tone of such

interval within the limiting range of one octave (compare Note
No. 28), before it is possible to proceed with the inversion of same.

Note No. 40.

To find the inversion of a certain interval, subtract the specific

numerical denomination (number-name) of such interval from
Nine and the result will be the inversion ; i. e.,

The inversion of a third will be a sixth

;

The inversion of a fourth will be a fifth

;

The inversion of an octave will be a prime, etc.

Note No. 41.

A major interval, when inverted, becomes a minor interval,

A minor interval, when inverted, becomes a major interval,

An augmented interval, when inverted, becomes a diminished

interval,*

A diminished interval, when inverted, becomes an augmented

interval,

but—
A per feel interval, when inverted, remains a perfect interval.

•However, an augmented octave cannot be inverted. Also compare
Note No. 30.
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Exercise 20.

What is the inversion of a perfect fifth,

" " " " "
a major seventh,

" an augmented fourth,
"

a diminislied octave,
" an augmented sixth,
"

a minor third,
"

a diminished fourth,
11

a major second,
"

a minor seventh,
" an augmented fifth,
"

a major sixth,
"

a diminished third,
"

a minor second,
" an augmented prime,
"

a diminished seventh,
"

a perfect fourth,
" an augmented second,
"

a minor sixth,
"

a major third,
" an augmented third,
"

a diminished fifth,
"

a perfect octavo,
°

a perfect prime,
"

a diminished sixth ?

a a a a

a ii a a

a it a a

a a a a

a a a a

a a a a

a it a a

a ii a a

a a a a

ct a a a

a a a et

it a a a

Xote Xo. 42.

So far all intervals have been figured upward; however, in the

exercises following, it is plainly indicated that the downward
interval is required as well.

Note Xo. 43.

General Instructions for Fixdixg Intervals Downward.

1. Small intervals, as primes, seconds, and thirds, count the

liumber of steps (or tones) downward.

2. For intervals larger than a third, use inversions; for

example, if the augmented sixth downward of F sharp is required,

take the inversion of this interval, which is the diminished third

upward, and transpose the acquired tone a perfect octave lower.

Exercise 21.

What is the perfect fifth downward of E sharp,

major seventh u " F flat,
" " " augmented fourth " " U sharp,
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What is the dim. octave downward
augmented sixth "

minor third

diminished fourth
"

major second

augmented third "

minor seventh

augmented fifth "

major sixth

diminished third "

minor second

diminished sixth "

augmented prime "

diminished seventh
"

perfect fourth

augmented second "

minor sixth

major third

augmented octave "

diminished fifth
"

perfect octave

D flat,

E flat,

A sharp,

E sharp,

G flat,

D sharp,

C flat,

D sharp,

F flat,

F sharp,

D flat,

C flat,

D sharp,

A flat,

C sharp,

F flat,

sharp,

flat,

sharp,

flat,

sharp?

W
Exercise 22.

at is the perfect fifth up-and downward of

major seventh up-and downward of

augmented fourth up-and downward of
" diminished octave up-and downward of
" augmented third up-and downward of
u diminished fourth up-and downward of

augmented sixth up-and downward of
" minor third up-and downward of
" major second up-and downward of

minor seventh up-and doivnward of
" augmented fifth up-and downward of
" major sixth up-and dovmward of

diminished third up-and downward of

minor second up-and downward of

diminished sixth up-and downward of

augmented prime up-and downward, of
" diminished seventh up-and downward of

perfect fourth up-and downward of
u augmented second up-and downward of
" minor sixth up-and downward of
" major third up-and downward of

augmented octave ///?-and downward of

diminished fifth up-and downward of

F flat,

A sharp,

1) double flat,

B sharp.

B flat,

E flat,

A sharp,

G flat,

C double sharp

D sharp,

D flat,

E double

G sharp,

F sharp,

B sharp,

A flat,

C sharp,

C flat,

B sharp,

G flat,

D double flat,

E sharp,

A flat?

flat,
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Exercise 23.

Name the following intervals:

brag S{ °
Jt»
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Note Xo. 44.

Just as the musical sense of Melody is successive tones

(usually of different pitch) :

^^
Adagio

i 4 ' + J ' i

BEETHOVEN

=«F
etc.

Andante

jjfo J3 J3 1

J J J I J~3

HAYDN

fff
etc

and the musical sense of Harmony is simultaneous tones (usually

of different pitch) :

m ^
¥

$ OO

=**

i

s

thus also, a melodic interval is an interval whose tones are pro-

duced by a single part, successively.

;

^n
and a harmonic interval is an interval whose tones are produced by

two individual parts, simultaneously:

m*



PART III.

HARMONY.
Xote Xo. 45.

Explanation of Letters, Figures and Sigxs to be used in

Conjunction with this Course of Harmony Stcdy.*

I. The capital letters T\ D, and S are "Function-letters,"

and they are the abbreviations denoting the three Tonal Functions

:

Tonic,

Dominant, and
Sub dominant.

(Compare Xote. Xo. 99.)

IT. A Figure above a function-letter refers to the Soprano-
voice.

A Figure below a function-letter refers to the Bass-voice.

III. Arabian figures indicate major triads,

Roman figures indicate minor triads.

IV. The short perpendicular lines between function-letters

(D
|
T) are the bar-lines.

V. The small italic letters a, b, c, d, e, f, and g are "Chord-
letters," and they indicate the prime of the chord required;

thus, in Exercise 59, the letter / indicates the major triad

f-a-c, and the letter b\) in the same exercise indicates the major
triad b\)-d-f. Also compare part IX of this Xote.

VI. If in exercises where "Cantus Firmus" (compare Xote
Xo. 67) is given, a note appears without a letter or without ..

(for instance, the two notes b\) in Exercise 59) it indicates that a

major triad is required and that the note itself is the prime of the

chord ; consequently, the first and third chords in Exercise 59 are

hb-d-f-

* The greater part of this highly practical and simple set of letters,

figures and sigUS (which also we owe to Riemann's beautiful system of

Harmony Study) is in itself quite a new departure in the study of

Harmony—entirely different, and far superior to the old figured and
prescribed method known as the "Thorough Bass" or "Figured Bass"
Notation.
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VII. If in exercises where "Cantus Firmus" is given, a note

is accompanied by a chord-letter (for example, the second, sixth and
seventh notes in Exercise 59), the letter indicates the prime of

the chord; consequently, the second and sixth chords in Exercise

59 are f-a-c, and the seventh chord is b\)-d-{.

VIII. The "Ditto" sign . . means the repetition of the im-

mediately preceding harmony; hence, in Exercise 59, the harmo-
nies of the third, fourth and fifth chords are exactly the same,

namely, b\)-d-f9
—regardless of the position of the respective chords

in question.

IX. In addition to Arabian and Roman figures, indicating

major and minor triads respectively, the signs + and ° will be

used

:

the sign + denotes a major triad, and
the sign ° denotes a minor triad.

Where no figure is given and neither + nor ° is noted, it is

always understood that the major triad is required.

X. In all exercises where "Cantus Firmus" is given, figures

above the staff refer to the Soprano-voice and figures below the

staff refer to the Bass-voice.

XI. A tie between two figures (as in Exercise 121) means to

retain the common tone (compare Note No. 58) in the very same

voice to which these two figures refer.

XII. The word "up" or "down" between two figures indi-

cates the upward or downward progression of that voice to which

such two figures refer.

XIII. Regarding the designation D|j, see Notes No. 139-142.

XIV. The sign > added to a figure (for example, D$>)

means to lower the natural or normal interval (compare Appendix

Note VI) referred to by a large semitone; thus:

In the key of C major DJj means the chord fj-c-e,—while -

in the key of C minor DJ> means the chord g-c-e\).~

XV. The letters Tp, Dp, Sp, °Tp, °Dp, and °Sp are th<

abbreviations denoting:

Tonic-parallel chord,

Dominant-parall el chord, and

Sub dominant-parallel chord.

(Compare Notes No. 170, 172, and 180.)
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Note No. 46.

In music, the word "Harmony" means the science of chords

—

how to construct them and how to connect them mutually.

Note Xo. 47.

A chord is the simultaneous sounding of three or more tones

of different pitch, constructed in accordance with the laws of

Harmony.

Note Xo. 48.

The very simplest and most elementary combination of tones

called a chord, is found by taking any tone as basis and adding to

it, either its major or minor third, and its perfect fifth ; for

example:

PI m p H n m
Therefore, chords constructed in this manner, consisting of

prime, major third (or minor third) and perfect fifth, are called

''TRIADS*'; and a triad takes its name from the tone upon which

it has been built. The different names of the above six triads are:

Triad of C,

Triad of E,

Triad of F sharp,

Triad of B flat,

Triad of A sharp,

Triad of F flat.

Note Xo. 49.

A triad consisting of prime, major third and perfect fifth is

called a "major triad,'' while a triad consisting of prime, minor

third and perfect fifth is called a "minor triad" ; consequently, the

six triads written in X'ote Xo. 48 are known as:

The C major triad,

" E minor triad,

" F sharp major triad,

" B flat minor triad.

" A sharp major triad,

" F flat minor triad.

Note No. 50.

From a harmonic point of view, the most important and

strongest ruling tone of any piece of music—irrespective of whether

such composition is a sonata, study, or any other form or varia-
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tion—is called the "TOXIC".* The Tonic is always identical with

the lowest or fundamental tone of that very scale out of which a

piece of music has grown or developed.

Note Xo. 51.

The second most important and strongest ruling tone of any
piece of music is called the "DOMINANT" (the word "Dominant''
meaning dominating—next to Tonic) ; and the Dominant of any
piece of music is found by taking the perfect fifth of the Tonic;
consequently, in the keys of both C major and C minor the Tonic

is C and the Dominant is G, and in the keys of both .4 flat major
and A flat minor the Tonic is .4 flat and the Dominant is E flat.

THE PRINCIPAL TRIADS +T AXD + D.

Xote Xo. 52.

Adding to the Tonic and to the Dominant of any key their

respective key-proper (compare Xote Xo. 53) thirds and fifths, the

result is:

The "Tonic chord" (or Tonic triad) and
The "Dominant chord" (or Dominant triad),

for example, in the key of D pat major, the Tonic chord is d\)-f-a\),

and the Dominant chord in the same key is a\)-c-e\).

Note Xo. 53.

The expression key-proper (in German, leitereigen) refers

to any of the seven tones belonging to the scale of that key in

which a piece of music is written, and the expression key-for-

eign (in German, leiterfremd) refers to any tone not belonging

to the scale of a certain kev.

Xote Xo; 54.

All exercises must be worked out in "four-part writing"

—

Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass—same to appear on two staves;,

on the upper staff (with treble clef) Soprano and Alto voices,, and
on the lower staff (with bass clef) Tenor and Bass voices:

i SOPKA.NO

fi
ALTO

J TENOR

P
¥ =£5S§=

*Compare the Litter part of Appendix Note XV, begin
most beautiful thesis"

—

ning at "A
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keeping in mind that in all exercises the natural relative position

of the higher and lower parts must be respected, i. e., a lower part

must never cross a higher part.

Note No. 55.

Confine the four voices (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass) as

far as possible to their own range. Kegarding Soprano and Bass

—

avoid the use of ledger-lines, but if necessary, never use more

than one ledger-line above the upper staff or below the lower staff,

then, with the help of the rules to be given in Note No. 56 respect-

ing the mutual distance permissible between the four voices, the

middle-voices (Alto and Tenor) will find their proper range.

Note No. 56.

For the present, in all exercises up to Ex. 82 inclusive, the

distance permitted between Soprano and Alto, and between Alto

and Tenor must be either a third or a fourth, never more or less

;

the only restriction though regarding the distance between Bass

and Tenor voices is that these two voices are never allowed to be

more than two octaves apart from each other. For example, all

ol the following positions are perfectly correct:

r~r
Note No. 57.

Inasmuch, as all exercises must be worked out for four parts

(S, A, T, and B), and a triad contains only three tones of different

pitch, one tone of the triad must be sung by two voices, must—as

it is termed, be doubled, and this "doubling" may be done in the

prime (in unison), octave, double octave (or triple octave).

For the present, double only the prime of a chord; do not
double either the third or the fifth:

tw
m

m
f
I

A

W

J

r

w

w
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Note No. 58.

If two different chords contain one or more tones of exactly

the same pitch, this tone (or tones) is called a common tone;

for instance, in the following example the common tones are in-

dicated by a tie

:

£ # £ ^ mnhPn
Note No. 59.

For the present, if two successive chords of different har-

monies have a common tone, this common tone must be retained in

the same voice and indicated by a tie

:

Note No. 60.

Never let any voice proceed by a leap larger than one octave;

for the present, this rule applies especially to the Bass-voice.

Note No. 61.

In order to simplify the work during the first few weeks, when
working out the exercises, a third staff must also be used directly

above the two staves on which the exercise will appear when
finished—this third staff to be used solely to write the desired

Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant chords in plainest form.

Furthermore, this practice will help the student to become thor-

oughly familiar with the Tonal Functions (compare Note No. 99)

of the different keys.

Note No. 62.

Example Showing the Process to be Followed in Working
Out the Exercises.

Ex. 24, on page 38, as indicated, must be worked out in the

key of F major.

Proceed to write the signature of this key on each of the three

staves; also the sign (p (indicating ~

2
time) on the two lower

staves, and copy the question of Ex. 24 above the third staff:
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Ex.24. T

$
D
1

T
1

Ia

zm
The three chords required in this exercise are the T, D, and T

cliords, .and as these function-letters are accompanied by Arabian
figures (compare Note No. 45, part 111), major triads are indi-

cated—same to be constructed on the Tonic and Dominant tones

of the key of F major; therefore, write these three cliords or triads

on the upper staff with dots

:

3

T
Ex,24. l

$

D
l

m
T
l

¥ i

g^
wm

In view of the explanations given in Note No. 45, part II, the
figure 1 below the letter T refers to the Bass-voice, and the figure

3 above the function-letter refers to the Soprano-voice, conse-

quently the Bass must take the prime of the chord and the Soprano
must take the third of the chord.

Write in the bass clef the prime of the chord, the note F—
which is to be sung by the Bass-voice—on the fourth line (or be-

low the first line) with stem turned downward, and (as the use of

ledger-lines for Soprano and Bass, as far as possible, must be

avoided) write in the treble clef the third of the chord, the note
A, in the second space with stem turned upward, for the Soprano-
voice :
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Ex.24. T

$

D
1& T II

*

mj a

3CT~r
TFT

Next Alto and Tenor must be added, and following the rules

given in Note No. 56, there will be no question or doubt that the

Alto-voice must take the note F in the first space of the treble clef

(with stem turned downward), and the Tenor-voice takes the fifth

of the chord, the note C, on the first ledger-line above the staff in

the bass clef (with stem turned upward) :

Ex.24.
T
l

T
l

i£ i £

tê ?
j

w$~?
ft

The position of the first chord now is settled, and as the word
"Harmony'' means the science of constructing chords and con-

necting them mutually, the next step will be to have the T chord

followed by—or connected with—the D chord in the proper way.

The figure 1 below the letter D decides that the Bass-voice

must sing the prime of the chord, which is C—
Write the prime of this chord, the note C, in the second space

for the Bass-voice (with stem turned downward) :

* Unless special direction for Rhythm is noted, it is understood that
in all exercises where the tonal functions are given, every function-letter

—excepting the very last—represents the chord in half notes ^. while the

very Inst function-letter of every exercise represents the chord in whole

notes <2>.
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Ex.24

l

D
1

T
l

$E£

F

I

The next important question is: "which is the common tone

found in this D chord and the preceding T chord?"
Answer: The tone C,—and following the rule given in Xote

Xo. 59, this common tone must he retained in the same voice;

therefore, write the note C (the fifth of this D chord) on the first

ledger-line above the staff for the Tenor-voice, and indicate this

common tone by a tie, thus connecting it with the preceding note

C of the Tenor-voice

:

a

Ex.24. T
D
l

T
l

$
m

^^n
^pFP 5

And. further adhering to all rules given in Notes No. 54-60,

Exercise 24, worked out, will be as follows:

Ex.24. | ?
T
l
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Exercises 24-42.

MAJOR.

J~ A *
r

Ex.24, (in F) T D T
l ill

Ex.25, (in B) f D|T|j

-P «

Ex. 26. (in ^JW) $ T DIT
.1 1 ! 1,

Ex.27.(in E) § T DlT
l ill

Ex.28, (in />//«*) T D|T

Ex.29, (in Cskarp)<$ T DlT
1 1 I 1

Ex.30, (in B/lai) t D| T

Ex.31, (in F*Aarg)<!> T DIT
1 1 I 1

Ex.32, (in <?//«/) (^ T DIT
1 1 I 1

Ex.33, (in Z>) T DIT
l ill

Ex.34, (in Cflat) T DIT
l l I l

Ex.35, (in 2?) T DIT
l l I l

Ex.36, (in 6-/M f DIT
1 111
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Ex.37, (in A) <fe f D
l l

8

Ex. 38. (in Eflat) (J T D|T

Ex. 39. (in Csharp) § T D T II

1 1 1 II

Ex/40. (in Bflai) § T D|T
till

Ex. 41. (in F9karp)$ T DITII

Ex. 42. (in Aflat) T D|T||

THE PRINCIPAL TRIADS °T AND °S.

Note No. Go.

From Xotes Xo. 50 and 51 it is known that in any piece of

music the most important tones are the Tonic and the Dominant,
and next to these two tones, the third important tone is the "SUB-
DOMINANT"; the Subdominant of any key is found by taking

the perfect fourth of the Tonic. Consequently, in the keys of both

B flat major ami B flat minor.

the Tonic is B flat,

the Dominant is F,

the Subdominant is E flat.

Xote Xo. 04.

Adding to the Subdominant of any key its key-proper third

and fifth, the result will be:

The "Subdominant chord" (or Subdominant triad).

For instance, in the key of C minor, the Subdominanl chord is

f-a\)-c; and in the key of C major the Subdominant chord is f-a-c

Xote Xo. 65.

In Exercises 43-58, not Arabian, but Roman figures arc found

accompanying the function-letters T and S: consequently, minor
triads (compare Xote No. 45, part III) are required.

The process of working out these new exercises is exactly the

lame as in the foregoing Exercises 24-42 inclusive.
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Exercises 43-58.

MINOR.

Ex. 43. (in E) T SIT
I I I I

m
Ex.44, (in (?) § T SIT

I I I I

x >
VTI1

Ex.45, (in F sharp) T SIT
I I I I

Ex.46, (in Aflat) <5 T S
I I

IT
1 I

Ex.47, (in 2?) <b

in
T S
I I IT

vm
Ex.48, (in E flat) <5 T S I T

I I I I

Ex.49, (in C sharp) T S IT
I I I I

III

Ex.50.(in A) T S IT
I I I I

vrn
Ex, 51. (in C) <fc T S

i i

Ex.43, worked out as example
V
T S
i i

T
l

$ *

$**
i i

1

j-—

y
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Ex. 52. (in Dtharp) T S IT
I I I I

III'

Ex.53, (in F) TS IT
I I I I

.vra

Ex.54, (in A sharp) TS|T||

Ex. 55. (in B) T S |T

m
Ex.56, (in D) TST

Ex.57, (in I?flat) T S |T||

Ex.58, (in G sharp) T S Til
I I I II

Note No. 66.

A second series of exercises, quite different in nature to Exer-

cises 24-58, now follows.

In these exercises not the function-letters T, D, °T and °S

are given but instead the complete part of one certain voice

(Soprano, Alto, Tenor, or Bass), called "Cantus Firmus,'' is noted

(compare Note No. 67), and the pupil has to supply to each and
every one of these exercises the three respective other voices, which
will result in four-part music.

Note No. 67.

The expression "CANTUS FIRMUS" [C. F.] signifies the

Given Part; the word "Cantus" implying Melody—and the word
"Firmus" meaning firm; steady; unchangeable; consequently, the

expression "Cantus Firmus" means unchangeable melody, or as

it is called in the study of Harmony, "Given Part."

Note No. 68.

Supplementing Note No. 59, regarding the rule to retain

a common tone in two successive chords

—

this rule refers only to

successive chords of different harmonies.

If, however, a chord is followed by the same harmony again,

that is, if the very same chord is instantaneously repeated (for
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instance, a B flat major chord followed immediately by another

B flat major chord), it is always allowable and generally advisable

—

for the present, even compulsory—to alter the position of the

chord and not retain any common tone at all:

not good good

pui #

mm f
i

XX i
&m

T
A

£U
f

^

_o_

Note No. G9.

Although the distinguishing characteristic of a Bass-voice

is to move and not to retain a common tone, occasionally, the

Bass-voice may be sustained from a strong [accented] beat to a

weaker beat, but never from a weak beat to a stronger beat

:

fnii'i i
i hV ij'i'iV

i i'
i

1

ij A ii Ji
ggigj f £ m £3p

s?m Cnot good good better

Tn general, the Bass-voice prefers to make a leap of a perfect

octav<—which at any time is allowed—instead of retaining a com-

mon tone.

Note No. 70.

When two voices written on the same staff (i. e., Soprano

and Alto, or Tenor and Bass) sing the very same tone, and this

tone has the value of a whole note, the note must be written twice

—

see illustration at N. B.

:

i^m

^ffiRJF

-Ztr

N.B.
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but, if this tone has less value than a whole note, the note is written

once—and with two stems,—compare the fourth chord of Ex. 71,

worked out on page 46 ; furthermore, if two tones of the very

same pitch, sung by two voices written on the same staff, are of

different values, again the note must be written twice,—compare
the fifth chord of Ex. 85, worked out on page 50.

Note No. 71.

Whenever a common tone is retained within a measure, this

common tone should not be written as two half notes connected by

a tie (^ e3)
y
but as a whole note (&)—compare the Alto, Tenor,

and Bass voices of Exercises 59 and 60, worked out on page 44.

Note No. 72.

If in exercises where "Cantus Firmus" is given a whole note

appears, it is understood, especially as specific instructions are

given, that this whole note calls for two chords—compare Ex. 60,

first measure, worked out on page 44.

Note No. 73.

In all Exercises where "Cantus Firmus'' is given, every chord
must be accompanied by its function-letter, to be written directly

above the chord—compare Exercises 59 and 60, worked out on
page 44.

Note No. 74.

For the present, in all exercises up to No. 110 inclusive, the

Bass-voice must always take the prime of the chord.

Note No. 75.

In order to work out Exercises 59-82,—consult explanations

given in Note No. 45, V-IX ; and continue to follow strictly

all rules which have been given thus far for the working out of

Exercises 24-58.

Note No. 76.

In order to train the ear, at least, equally as well as the eye,

it is absolutely necessary—and an indispensable condition—to play

at the piano or organ all harmony exercises (beginning at Ex. 59)
immediately after the exercises have been worked out. Even the

average pupil should in the course of a few weeks' training of this

practice, be able to distinguish and recognize by ear alone a Tonic,

Dominant, and Subdominant chord when played in fundamental
position. (Compare Note No. 101.)
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Exercises 59-82.

CANTUS FIRMUS IN SOPRANO.

MAJOR.

Ex.59, dffbU p J
1 p J

/ ^l>

Ex .60. ^fe -**-
Z2I

tf +

Ex.61 <£n>«i) i
-fi>

3CE

rtb tfk rtt >!> .

.

a\>

Ex.6: . #fer^

Ex.59, Cantus Firmus in Soprano.worked out as example:

T D T D T

&^£ &

A J £JL AX

^m r=5 f=*7 d^

Ex.60, Cantus Firmus in Soprano,worked out as example:

T D T D T

#^F! ^ i »

^te 4 j

* + i^

f
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Ex.63. fc\>(\, [
J

|W '

/
~ P

n
/

Ex.64. pfe 1

f 'Lb' ['

* n >>

MINOR.

Ex .65. j^ 7— 5 r^

og- o og- o Otf og-

Ex.66 M ^m
od o oe o ob o o£

Ex.67. (frhhf, j ^^ 3x:

o/ o oy o o£i> .. oy

Ex•68.
||

o oe
p i i

° i
o« o*

Ex.69. pgjg ( i£
3X

Ortb .. Oflfr? «t>

Ex.70,^fe r i r r i

° l
og-# o opf o o## O Og%

Ex .65, Cantus Firmus-in Soprano,worked out as example

:

°T °S °T °S °T^m m &

^m A j

o# o

r

6^ o
f=F

oc • o^-
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Ex.71. #ti

CANTUS FIRMUS IN ALTO.

MAJOR.

mm 33-

a + a

Ex.72 ffefr wm
Ex.73. ,fft l'U I I U J

I J I I .. II

MINOR.

Ex.74, gpjjlj j i J u^ -O-

o«b o oak p orfk .. o#t>

Ex.75 m=§ 33-

Orf# O 0£-tf O .. O OdfjJ

Ex.76•Pim 33: i
o/' o£l> .. o

p
331

y

Ex. 71, Cantus Firmus in Alto,worked out as example

:

T D T D T
i w
^

e 5 a s

*># j
±-L
a + «

33:
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CANTUS FIRMITS IN TENOR.

MAJOR.

Ex.77, jgjjjp M I \^ I 1 II

Ex.78. ^m f r
|

f f
|

f r

Ex.79 . g^§dl e =

MINOR.

Ex.80 , ^H I rT̂ M
•» -**

ob\> o o#l> o

Ex.81.
*
)

: % (

r; e
-o- -o-

octf o/# ocjt .. o O/J o

ex. 82. ^te r 1 i
r r i I

o#l> o«t» Otfk O O

Ex. 11, Cantus Firmus in Tenor,worked out as example:

T .. D .. T

pn
w^a

i
£ &

^
P

£
1_J.

a + /#
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Note No. T7.

A chord is said to be in "CLOSE HARMONY" when the
three upper voices (Soprano, Alto, and Tenor) are arranged in
such a manner that they lie close together, leaving no room for any
other tone of the same harmony, either between Soprano and Alto,
or between Alto and Tenor:

P
J J

f f f
Thus far, all Harmony exercises up to Ex. 83 have been

worked out in what is called "Close Harmony."

Note No. 78.

A chord is said to be in "OPEN HARMONY" when the three
upper voices are arranged in such a manner that there is room for
one or more tones of the same harmony to fall in between either
Soprano and Alto

:

or between Alto and Tenor

ffi

''» ,
gj

9»

mo-
ir
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or in both cases:

F^H3 Hi ihs

-r
1

JL Lf- -W—

1

Also compare the latter part of Note No. 79.

Note Xo. 79.

Exercises 83-94 must be worked out in Open Harmony, but

for the present, when writing in open harmony, the distance be-

tween Soprano and Alto, and between Alto and Tenor must be

either a fifth or a sixth, not more or less, thus leaving room for

only one harmony tone to fall in between both Soprano and Alto,

and between Alto and Tenor:

good not good

^^
tv . j. ~ g

r

C3
f

j
jU j

The distance between Bass and Tenor (regardless of whether

the chord is written in open or close harmony) has no restriction

whatsoever, excepting as stated in Note No. 56, these two voices

are never allowed to be more than two octaves apart from each

other.

Note No. 80.

The final chord of any piece of music will have a most satis-

factory effect if the Soprano-voice sings the octave (double octave,

or triple octave) of the prime of the chord, although at any time,

the final chord may also appear with either the third or the fifth

in the Soprano-voice.
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Exercises 83-94.

Ex.83, (in D major) T D I T K I D ?. I T II

5
Ex.84, {m£flat major) T *

I D T I
• D I T I

v
Ex. 85. (in F minor) T °S l°T *& I ? °S I °T II

m
Ex.86, (inB minor) T X l°S X IT!? 7. | °T

Ex. 87. (mA major) T ?. I D .

5
. I T D I T II

Ex. 88. {m£fiat major) T ?. I ?. D I ?. ?. I T II

Ex.83, worked out as example:

T D T ?.

#feg^=
D ?.

i
fT

a^ i at ^ O-

f

Ex. 85, worked out as example:
V
t* oc cp vm

^a 1 1
j

m oS oT

zm

i^w^ j-J.
T~r

J

r^ t= XT
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Ex. 89. (in£'flat minor') T°S I 7. °T I 7 °S I °T II

in

Ex. 90. {mCsharp minor) T7? I°S W\ ™ 7 I °T II

Ex. 91. (inE major) $ TDl! T I D ?. I T II

g
Ex. 92. {m Aflat major) <fe T D I ?. T I ?. D I T II

Ex. 93. (mFsharp minor) § T l°S X '^? 5 I °T II

v'

Ex. 94. {mCmtnor) T SF l°S 5 l°T °S I °T II

THE PRINCIPAL TRIADS +T, +D and +S.

Note No. 81.

The pupil, having worked out Exercises 29-94, must have
noticed that voices can move in three different ways

—

1 . In Contrary motion

:

dfm 1 jj 1 ^^
2. In Parallel motion

:

| II" B § | prfg

3. In Oblique motion:

|jjg g
l " ^^p
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Note No. 82.

If two successive chords have no common tone at all (for

example, connecting Dominant and Subdominant chords or vice

versa)—and both chords have the prime in the Bass-voice, for the
present, write the second chord as follows

:

First: the Bass-voice, progressing by a step of a second,

Second: the Soprano-voice, proceeding in contrary motion to

the Bass-voice,

Third: the Alto-voice,

Fourth : the Tenor-voice.

See illustration below showing the progression:—Bass-voice at

a}
—Soprano-voice at b,—Alto-voice at c,—and Tenor-voice at d—

The Progression of S-D chords in C major

:

M D b S D

r

j.

r^

fe=*

i

fet
P rfS D

rr

r r r r

fet

rt
The Progression of D-S chords in C major

:

D S t, D S D S D S

r

i
£

Note Xo. S3.

In regard to Melody, a highly important tone in any key is

the "LEADING TONE" (in French, Note sensible).

The Leading tone of a key (major or minor) is found by
taking the major seventh of its Tonic or fundamental tone.

The natural progression of the major seventh of any key

is to proceed, or—to ''lead" to the key-note or tonic; therefore,

the major seventh of any key is known by the characteristic name
"Leading tone."
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Note No. 84.

If a voice can progress by a leading-tone step (a progression

of a small semitone or minor second) this progression is. specially

to be recommended. For the present, leading-tone steps in the

major mode are only possible between the third of the D chord

and the prime (or octave) of the T chord and vice versa, and
between the third of the T chord and the prime ( or octave) of

the S chord and vice versa.

CLOSE OR OPEN HARMONY
ad libitum.

Note No. 85.

From now on, beginning at Ex. 95, no directions for close or

open harmony will be given; the pupil must decide for himself

whether or not an exercise should be started in open or in close

harmony. In general, it will be advisable to use Open Harmony
when the Soprano-voice sings tones of high pitch, and to use Close

Harmony when the Soprano-voice sings tones of low pitch; for

example,

Open harmony: Close harmony:

T S D T

Note No. 86.

Between two successive chords of the same harmony changing
from open into close harmony (or vice versa) is not only allowed

but often advisable (though not compulsory), bearing in mind that

if Close harmony is used, the distance permitted between Soprano
and Alto and between Alto and Tenor must be either a third or

a fourth (compare Note No. 77)—and if Open harmony is used,

the distance between Soprano and Alto and between Alto and Tenor
must be either a fifth or a sixth (compare Note No. 79).
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Note No. 87.

But, for the present, between two successive different har-

monies a change from close into open harmony (or vice versa) is

not allowed.

Note No. 88.

Although for the present it is imperative to follow strictly

the rule given in Note No. 59—i. e., "if two successive chords of

different harmonies have a common tone, this common tone must
be retained in the same voice''—every advantage should be taken

of the great liberties allowed when the same harmony appears
twice in succession (indicated by . .) as in this case, not only the

Soprano but any or all voices occasionally may proceed by boldest

leap, thus breaking the possible monotony of a Soprano-voice

pivoting on. only two or three different tones.

Note No. 89.

Never let a voice make two successive leaps in the same direc-

tion ; for instance, as in the following example at N. B.,

but at any time, without the slighest hesitation a leap of a perfect

fourth followed by a leap of a perfect fifth (or vice versa) is

allowed in the same direction, and especially for the Bass-voice:
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Note No. 90.

If a voice occasionally makes a leap, it will be best after

such leap, to insure and promote a smoothly flowing, melodious

progression, that the voice proceeds in the opposite direction of

the leap and if possible by a step of a second,—in order, so to

speak, "to fill up the gap" (See Note No. Ill, part I) :

D D

wm XE U=B̂ 33:

FT

3

r
i uS TT^z;

7*
T

IT

f

Note No. 91.

Avoid giving the Soprano-voice too many common tones',

for an Alto or Tenor voice, common tones are specially to be

recommended and the reason for this will be given later in Notes

No. 107 and 112.

Note No. 92.

As a general rule, it is always advisable to connect chords

of different harmonies in the most natural manner, letting all

voices proceed to the nearest possible tone of the subsequent new
harmony.

Note No. 93.

In Exercises No. 95-110, all figures have been omitted, and
the pupil is at liberty to use his own discretion regarding the

arrangement of the three upper voices, following closely instruc-

tions given in Notes No. 86-88 ; with regards to the Bass-voice,

compare Notes No. 60, 69, 89 and 90.

Now, for the first time the pupil has the opportunity to bring

into evidence his musical knowledge, showing his ability and sense

for melody-writing, and creating a melodious, smoothly flowing

Soprano-voice.
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Exercises 95-104.

MAJOR.

Ex.95, {in Bfiat) <^TS IDTI..SID..ITSID.. ITS I Til

Ex.96, (in^) 0TD 1ST I.. SIDT I.. .. I DTISD I T I'

Ex.97. {m0ftat)&T.. ISTIS..IDTI..S IDTL. SI T I

Ex. 95, worked out as example in three different ways :

a TSDT.. SD.. TSD.. TST
m m i i i

ft

AA

TT rr
^

IT

m j a t -J=t U _£*. jGk_

f rfnrr

T S DT .. S D.. TS D .. TS T

t
)• ,. J -i 2& t-F-Q *>

rf XX *FT
QO

rr
(2Q. Ji i. ^ r

"TT

Pf^jF
<©0-

f f rr

s TS DT .. S D., TS D.. TS T
*U M 5sU

3 Ff
Z±- O — -€»

rf Srr
xn

s J J

1 1 <ft 1 p f rr 7
i^
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Ex.98, (in^)<fTD IS .. ID.. IT.. IS.. IDTI..DITII

Ex.99. {mJflaf)$T.. ISDlT.. ID.. IT.. ISD ITSI T II

Ex.100. {mCsharp) 0TS ID..IS.. IDTI..DIS.. ID.. I T II

Ex.101. {inGf/at) 0T.. ID..IS..ID..IT..ISDITSITII

Ex.102. (inJ')0TSl..DIT.. IDSI....ID.. ISDITII

Ex.103, {iajfffiat) 0T.. ID..ISDIT..ISDIT..ISDITII

Ex.104. {inFsharp) 0T..I..S ID..ISTI..DIS..ITDITII
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THE +D TRIAD IN THE MINOR MODE.

Note No. 94.

According to Notes No. 5 and 6, every minor key has two
accidentally raised tones—the highly important major seventh or

"Leading tone," and the secondary important major sixth,* and
this peculiarity of possessing two accidentally raised tones is an
essential, characteristic quality of the modern minor mode.

Note No. 95.

Centuries ago composers introduced the "Leading tone" into

the old, original minor mode solely to acquire the more melodious

leading-tone step between the seventh and eighth degrees of the

natural minor scale. Later, however, composers also raised the

sixth tone of the old, original minor scale by a large semitone

in order to avoid the more or less unmelodic progression of an
augmented second between the sixth and seventh degrees of this

scale.

Note No. 96.

The introduction of these two accidentally raised tones in the

minor mode has effectuated a great change in some of its har-

monies, but principally it has affected the Dominant chord, for

instance, in the key of A minor, the Dominant chord before the

introduction of the leading tone was e-g-b and after the introduc-

tion of the major seventh [or leading tone] it had to appear as

e-g$-b.

Note No. 97.

Nowadays, with very few exceptions,** composers absolutely

ignore the key-proper Dominant chord of the old, original minor

mode ; the old, subdued, more or less gloomy minor Dominant
chord lias entirely disappeared from modern music and in its place

the bright major Dominant chord predominates; consequently, the

three most important chords in modern minor music are the °T
+D and °S chords, and herefrom it follows:

That in any two keys of the same letter-name (namely, one

major and one minor key) the Dominant triads are always exactly

alike : for example, in both the keys of G major and of minor the

Dominant triads are d-f$-a.

* Known as the Dorian Sixth, compare Appendix Note VIII.
** For instance, in Dvorak's "New World Symphony." first move-

ment, second theme in G minor, repeatedly, the minor Dominant chord
appears, also in the second movement of this symphony, second theme in

C 8harp minor.



The +D Triad in the Minor Mode

Note No. 98.

Introducing the +D chord into the Minor mode, the minor
mode acquires two new leading tone steps, viz., between the third of

the +D chord and the prime (or octave) of the °T chord and vice

versa, and between the fifth of the +D chord and the third of the °T
chord and vice versa (compare Note No. 84, regarding progression).

Exercises 105-110.

MINOR.

Ex.105, (in tf) <fc
T..ID SI T..ID..I°S ..ID°TI°S DPT II

Ex.106, (in A sharps (^ TDI S TI.. SID..I T..I S..ID..I T II

Ex.107. (in^)<t T..I SDI T..ID S|..°TL SID.. I°T II

Ex.108. (in^)(^ T..ID SID..I T..I S..!D TI S..I TII

Ex.109. (in^7)(f TDl.. TI SDI T..lD..I S..ID..I°TII

Ex.110 . (inM) <fe°T°S l°T..I°S Dl°T°SI.. ..ID TI°SDI°TII

Ex.10 5 , worked out as example:

°T.. D°S°T.. D ..°S.. D°T°S D °T
1

$5 U i± U
f ¥fiff ffr

-o-

r

mm f

i u.
n r

XE f^
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Note No" 90.

TONAL FUNCTIONS.

Although every chord in music has but one fixed and unchange-
able name (for instance, the following chords:

Plpi p B
can only be named the C major triad,

the F minor triad,

the D sharp major triad,

the E flat minor triad),

any one triad (compare Note No. 100) can express different char-

acters, emphasizing the differential equation of musical color and
thereby changing its typical individuality; but, these different char-

acter which a certain triad can express, do not arise from the triad

itself but from the surrounding chords which are immediately

connected with it. This may be proved by the following two very

simple examples:

Example a. Example b.

When Example a is played, the second chord makes a distinctly

different impression from the two other chords: the third chord
gives the musical mind satisfaction and perfect rest, while the sec-

ond chord, instead of giving rest and satisfaction, strives for con-
tinuation to the C major chord.

In Example b the very same G major chord of Example a is

found, but when Example b is played, this very same G major chord
(which in Example a produced in the musical mind a longing for

the- progression to the C major chord), now has changed its char-

acter—its color, giving complete satisfaction and rest. Although,
both times, in Examples a and b, the very same chord has been
played, and the fixed and unchangeable name of this chord is the
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G major triad, it is evident that one triad can produce different

effects, expressing different characters or colors, but this variability

of the individuality of a triad is not caused by the very chord itself,

but as said before, by those chords which surround it or are imme-
diately connected with it, and these characteristic differentials are

called the Tonal Functions of a triad.

There are only Three kinds of Tonal Functions, and they are :

Tonic,

Dominant,

Subdominant.

All chords (even the strongest and sharpest dissonant chords)

are to be conceived and explained as Tonic, Dominant, or

Subdominant (indicated by T, D, S, °T or °S) or as modifications

of one of these three tonal functions (indicated by:

D|,Tp, °SP, D', Svi, +Dpi=*$vi, IK^^T^, etc.,

to be studied and explained later).

Example showing the C major chord (or triad) in its three

different Tonal Functions:

P$
k

?mf

D
h
F

2lj

W

s its

mmn o-

Note No. 100.

There are only Two kinds of triads, the Major triad and th«

Minor triad, and as stated in Note No. 49, a major triad consists

of prime, major third and perfect fifth, while a minor triad con-

sists of prime, minor third and perfect fifth (compare Appendix
Note IX).
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THE PRINCIPAL TRIADS, +T, +D, +S, °T, °S, AND
THEIR INVERSIONS.

Note No. 101.

Whenever a chord appears with prime in the Bass-voice, the
chord is said to be in fundamental position,—and thus far all

chords have been written in fundamental position.

Note No. 102.

The Bass being the deepest voice, the foundation on which, so
to speak, a chord is resting, generally takes the prime of the chord

;

but, the Bass may also take the third or the fifth of a triad, though
these two latter cases are subject to certain rules.

Note No. 103.

Whenever the Bass-voice has any other interval but the prime
of a chord (irrespective of the arrangement of all other voices),

the chord is called inverted; i. e., if the Bass has the third of the
chord, the position is called the first inversion:

IP g
?T

i £P

and if the Bass has the fifth of the chord, the position is called the
second inversion:

a
$
Im A

f

f
U-

W tnzz

(Compare Appendix Note X.)

Note No. 104.

In all exercises hitherto, the prime of a chord has been the

only interval to be doubled, but from now on, beginning at Ex. Ill,

either the prime or the fifth of a triad may be doubled, provided the
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doubled fifth is reached by contrary motion or by oblique motion,
but, for the present, between chords of different harmonies never
arrive at a doubled fifth by means of parallel motion:

good not good

TD

$i?^

^q

k=4

D T. S D

J-j.

*m

a* \JEm
$£

uû m

**=*

S T

tEfS
Ff

However, when the very same harmony is repeated, a doubled
fifth may be reached by parallel motion:

am &?bN

mm j- -d-

WE f
And, if absolutely necessary, the very first chord of an exercise mav
appear with doubled fifth but never double the fifth in the final

chord of any piece of music. The final chord, having Tonic signifi-

cance, must always be in fundamental position and here the prime
is the only interval which can be doubled.

Note No. 105.

When writing for four parts (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass)
generally the test interval to be doubled will be the Prime of a
chord; the next best interval to be doubled will be the Fifth of a
chord ; and lastly, the Third of a chord which is the least desirable
interval to be doubled, being subject to certain restrictions to be
discussed later.

For the preseni, double either the prime or the fifth of a triad,

but do not double the third.

Xote No. 106.

If the Bass-voice has the fifth of the chord, it is generally
advisable (not compulsory) to double the fifth
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Note No. 107.

One of the most important laws of Harmony is that every
voice should progress naturally, smoothly and fluently.

The middle-voices more or less keep all parts together, gen-

erally moving within a very small range, while Ihe Soprano and
Bass voices are permitted greater .freedom.

Therefore, it depends entirely upon the leading [or progres-
sion] of the voices whether it is best to double the prime or the fifth

of a chord.

Note No. 108.

Although the Bass at any time is allowed to proceed by a leap

of a perfect octave—leaps of a sixth, and especially leaps of a

seventh between chords of different harmonies must be avoided by
the Bass. Whenever there is a possibility of the Bass proceeding
by a leap of a sixth, in general, it will be better to proceed instead

by a leap of a third [which is the inversion of a sixth] in the oppo-
site direction.

Note No. 109.

Connecting chords of different harmonies, never let all voices

proceed in parallel motion as follows:

T D D S

However, when the same harmony is repeated, all voices may
proceed in parallel motion ; for example, the following progressions

are allowable:

8 faza
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Note No. 110.

It is strictly forbidden to let two voices progress in fifths or

in octaves, either in parallel motion or in contrary motion

:

very bad not allowed

SD °S D

$*fcy
DS TD TD D°T

fc^ y *=y M=^m wm3e
f ftTT

*U 4L
=**

—

hi—

r

es =U: i
itm^mgZZZFT pp

Such faulty and absolutely unpardonable progressions are

known by the name of "Consecutive [or parallel] Fifths and Oc-

taves."

But if a chord of the same harmony is repeated an octave

higher or an octave lower in exactly the same position, the afore-

said progressions are allowed; for example,

It is scarcely necessary to add that Consecutive Primes are

just as bad as Consecutive Octaves, and the following progression

under no circumstance is allowed*:

I
T D

?
.inM

(3^

f-

(Also compare Appendix Note XT.)
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Xote Xo. 111.

General Rules for the Leading of the Soprano-Voice.

I. First of all the excellent words of Riemann may be quoted

:

"In progression by seconds rests the actual healthy life of melody
(therefore, the scale is really at all times the normal basis of mel-
ody) ; and this is applicable even to the freest, boldest melody forma-
tion. Leaps are not, indeed, excluded in melody; on the contrary,
they form the most effective factors (vigorous arousing, sudden col-

lapse of energy, etc.); but they entail subsequent complete, or, at

least, partial, filling up of the gaps by means of single-step pro-
gressions/'

II. If the Soprano proceeds by making a leap downward, it

will be best to have the chord preceding the leap in Open harmony
and the chord following in Close harmony

—

If the Soprano proceeds by making a leap upward, it is advis-

able to have the chord preceding the leap in Close harmony and the
chord following in Open harmony. For example

:

III. If the Soprano proceeds ascending through four tones

or more (compare Exercise 111, measures 1-3) generally, it will be

best to begin in Close harmony, permitting the Bass to start rather

high and progressing in opposite direction to the Soprano-voice.

If the Soprano proceeds descending through four tones or

more (compare Exercise 112, measures 1-2) it will be advisable to

begin in Open harmony, and in this case, permitting the Bass to

start rather low, advancing also in contrary motion against the

Soprano-voice.

IV. In order to give more variety to the Soprano-voice, occa-

sionally, it is allowed to depart from the rule
—"Retain common

tones in the same voices"; for instance,

good better

Cantus Firmus
in Bass:

^Mfcj
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Note No. 112.

General Rules for the Leading of the Two Middle Voices.
—Alto and Tenor—

Alto and Tenor voices must be led as smoothly as possible

(compare Note No. 107), avoiding all progressions larger than a

third, except when the preceding harmony is repeated, as in this

case any and all voices are allowed the greatest liberty.

The character of middle or inner voices is to keep all parts to-

gether; in fact, it is always advisable and best to sustain the melo-

dies in Alto and Tenor voices as much as possible.

Therefore, the pupil need never hesitate to write what may
seem to be a most monotonous Alto or Tenor voice (compare the

Alto-voice of Ex. Ill, worked out on page 71, and the Tenor-voice
of Ex. 124, worked out on page 76.

Note No. 113.

Sometimes the specially required leading of one or more voices

may involve the necessity of renouncing a common tone; as, in

the following examples

—

Cantus Firmus in Soprano:

m
i l

Cantus Firmus in Tenor:

d
3*

fefe\m
i

JOE

1

it will be impossible to retain any common tone in the same voie*

as unpardonable leaps in a middle-voice would result—and the

leading of the voices of the above examples will be as follows

:

a D T b

ft* ±*=^
D T d D °T

ft^s wr
«>-

TT
r

^m s U J Hm:xn f
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1 1
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CHANGING FROM CLOSE INTO OPEN HARMONY (and
Vice Versa) BETWEEN DIFFERENT HARMONIES.

Note No. 114.

Heretofore, a change from open into close harmony and vice

versa was permitted only between two chords of the same harmony
(compare Notes No. 86 and 87), but from now on, a change from
open into close harmony and vice versa may be made without hesita-

tion between any two chords, provided the leading of the voices does
require or permit such change, always bearing in mind that a
smooth and natural leading [or progression] of all voices is one
of the principal laws of Harmony:

Changing from open into Changing from close into

close harmony

:

open harmony

:

£
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rr
Note No. 115.

From now on (beginning at Ex. Ill) the distance between
Soprano and Alto voices may also be less than a third or more than
a sixth, though never more than an octave

:
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The distance between Alto and Tenor voices may also be less

than a third

:

i ^

* Regarding Soprano and Alto singing the interval of a perfect

prime, compare Notes No. 115 and 116.



Distance permissible between Voices no

and, if necessary, these middle-voices may also be one whole octave

apart

—

never more, provided the distance between Tenor and Bass

voices is a real third (not a tenth) :

PP
good not good

m

3BS i
The reason for this last restriction is that the,, thickness of

sound produced by two low voices singing the small interval of a
third, covers more or less the empty space of an octave between
Tenor and Alto voices.

Note No. 116.

Two voices may sing the interval of a perfect prime

:

$
km fcfefc

3Ejg ksk
f=

i

r

m^ m O-
m$ w

but never let any two voices continue to sing a prime in two suc-

cessive chords, as otherwise, four-part music will appear as three-

part music ; for instance,

not allowed
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Note No. 117.

Whenever in an exercise the figure 1 or I refers to the Soprano-

voice (for instance, the tenth chord in Ex. 121) it is self understood

that the Soprano has actually to sing the Prime of the chord and
not the Octave of the prime; hence, the tenth chord in Ex. 121 must
be written

:

T T

m f=?
or

»i^

and not:

4^t i

s F
Note No. 118.

With the only exception of the augmented prime (compare

Alto and Bass voices respectively in the very first music example

of Note No. 127), it is strictly forbidden to let any voice proceed

by an augmented interval (see working-out of Ex. Ill, on page 71,

the fourth and fifth chords; also compare Appendix Note XII).

Note No. 119.

Whenever in the progression D-T (or D-°T) the leading tone

appears in the Soprano-voice, the leading tone must proceed upward

(compare Note No. 83).

Note No. 120.

In general, it will be safest and best (and sometimes necessary

in order to avoid mistakes) to let Soprano and Bass voices move in

contrary motion, even if both voices proceed by leaps.

This does not mean that it is forbidden for Soprano and Bass

voices to move in parallel motion, but never between chords of

different harmonies have the Soprano and Bass voices progress in

parallel motion by leaps in both voices.

No objection can be made if Soprano and Bass voices move in

parallel motion in thirds or in sixths, even if occasionally both

voices proceed by leaps

:

T D T S T
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Note No. 121.

It may be advisable to remind the pupil that the rule given in

Note No. 82 only refers to chords in fundamental position ; when
inversions are used it is not necessary to adhere to the instructions

specified in this note.

Exercises 111-123.

CANTUS FIRMUS IN SOPRANO.

MAJOR.

Ex.ui. <i»ii
ff

r

nrrfnr r=ffii=
"tT ad .. d ad

13 11311351 3up3 1 1

Ex.112.s
e\>6\> a\> m> e\>

§
7F

£
e\> rr\> b\>

Ex.113, j k\ (f> ,J |

15 3135 1333 1111 1

in i rr i r

135 313 5 1 3511 11 1

Ex.111, Cantus Firmus in Soprano,worked out as example:

TD T S D.. T .. DT S .. D .. T

mh*=^ j^/j . j j . jj m3 XEEZZOI £ 33: <i <>: -^

Si *i- J
i

Ji
jgg rf

,
| r | |

„
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| rr .

| rr |

,

13 1 1NB.3 1 13 5 1 3up3 1 1

* At JV;^.the progression si inthe Bass -voice would

beverybad on account of the augmented fourth (compare Note N?
1181.
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MINOR.

Ex.114, i jg f\'flr\'\\'fTpM\'\'\f'hffi
** e b a e e a e

IT

Ex.115. Sa£

mi 51 ii 3 1 m i vm ill

^ f iNippB
eg f C .. C '/?

x 5 in i vm im 5 i mi in i

CANTUS FIRMUS IN ALTO.

MAJOR.

Ex.116 faa
3»3

XT" TT ?
5 3

^zi *v

11 3513 31 13 113 1 1

Ex.117. m&¥. IE ¥5̂ mo:

113 5 1113 135135 1

Ex.114, Cantus Firmus in Soprano,workedout as example:

°T D°T°S°T D°T °S °T°S D °T

1 o =F=£= o fig =o=
i m XT

ff ff •TT

mm i u .£}_ ^U a 4 1 JL±-

w wm
i in 5 i ii 3imi vmi'ii

*It is self understood, especially as no chord-letter is given, that the
second and fourth chords in Ex. 116, are the chords d\)-f-a\). Compare
Note No. 45, part VI.
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MINOR.

Ex.118.

Ex.119,

ML\
i i

3

i J
m

zz n 3T 33E 31

/# C# /# b C$ b b bim 5i n 3 i it vm ii i

rf^ru? XE -O- f
13 11 31 I III 5 I m I 1 1 I

CANTUS FIEMUS IN TENOR.

MAJOR.

Ex.120. Sfe _fl_m
r% c\ p

n
m

b /It- b
13 15 31531153 111

f1

at «b «!> #l> «1T

11 13 13 11 13 51311

MINOR.

Ex.122.J§|^
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THE AUXILIARY °S CHORD IN THE MAJOR MODE.

Note No. 122.

Just as the Minor mode has the accidentally raised seventh

(the important leading tone) the Major mode sometimes appears

with a characteristic accidentally lowered tone, and this acciden-

tally lowered tone in the Major mode is the sixth of the major
scale, lowered by a large semitone, giving the Major mode a new
and third leading-tone step; for example, in C major from
A flat to G and vice versa.

$
33Z31

331
"O"

Note No. 123.

This accidentally lowered sixth in Major most probably has

been instituted by the old composers of church-music, again, in

order to acquire a new leading tone progression—but now, in the

Major mode—viz., between the two chords accompanying the

Amen; for instance, in C major:

^^ & s ^

45: 3X 3X

A - men. A - men.

Note No. 124.

Although the accidentally raised seventh (the leading tone) in

the Minor mode has absolutely removed the old minor Dominant
chord (in the key of C minor, the chord g-b\)-d) from modern
music, the accidentally Lowered Sixth in the Major mode has

not had the power to displace the old major Subdominant chord.

The old, original major Subdominant chord has always maintained

its place as third principal chord in the Major mode, yielding only

in importance to the Tonic and Dominant chords.



Cross Relation

Note No. 125.

In consequence of this accidentally lowered tone in Major-

giving the Major mode a second Subdominant chord, i. e., a Minor

Subdominant chord, called the Auxiliary °S chord of the

Major mode—the Major mode possesses one chord more than the

Minor mode.
The principal chords in Major are the T, D, S and °S chords,

while the principal chords in Minor are the °T, +D and °S chords.

Note No. 126.

A natural law in music is that tones chromatically changed

by raising, strive ^ward, and tones chromatically changed by

lowering, strive downward; therefore the natural progression of

the third of the [auxiliary] °S chord, as used in the Major mode, is

a small semitone downward.

Note No. 127.

Whenever the +S chord is followed immediately by the auxil-

iary °S chord, special care must be taken regarding the different

kinds of thirds in each of these two chords; the major third of

the first chord and the minor third of the second chord must

always be given to the very same voice, in order to avoid the

unpardonable mistake of writing "Cross relation" or "false rela-

tion" :
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Cross Relati

In other words, if in two successive chords a tone is chromati-

cally changed, this chromatic change must be made in the same
voice ; and at the same time, it will be advisable (not compulsory)

to retain all common tones.

Note No. 128.

Again, the pupil is reminded of Note No. 88, to take every

advantage of the opportunity which is offered whenever the same
harmony appears twice in succession (indicated by ..). The sec-

ond chord certainly should never be written at random, but, quot-

ing Riemann

:

"If the same harmony appears twice in succession a change

of position of the chord should deliberately be made use of in order

to gain a good progression to the following ; the student should in

such cases always find out which position is rendered desirable by

the Bass-tone required for the next chord."

Exercises 124-129.

MAJOR.

E3C.1^4.(in^//«/)0tS|TS|TD|T..|SD|T..|SD|T
lII5ll8Bll3lll. llSlllll

Ex.125, (in j?)0T.. ISS ID.. |T.. ISTIDTISS I T II

i»liXliSll8l8ll58ll'xlil

Ex.124, worked out as example:

T S T S TD T.. SD T.. SD T
II 5 13 5 13 1 . 1 1. 3 111^m m m u mmf? rr rr

iTO>TT7 Ha
r.

m w w w* XE
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8 8 V c

Ex.126. {mDftat) <^TS ISD I..TIDTISS ITS ID .. I Til
*-Xr— 13 Imi 13 1I53I11 l5mli il ill

5

Ex.127. (in^)0TS IT.. D..
1 I I 3 1 3up3

SS ITS |TD|TD| T
3 m 1 5 1 I 3 5 I 1 1 I 1

Ex.l28.(in^/)0T..|ST|SD|T.. IS.. ISDITDIT
1 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 I 1 3 lm i i 3 i I 1

3 8 downl
Ex".ia9.(in0|)$TS I SD |T..|SD|S..|DT|SD I Til

i 3 I mi 1 13I1 i linil 1 all 1 1 1 il

FORMATION OF THE BASS-VOICE.

Note No. 129.

While in regard to Melody, the Soprano or highest voice as a

Tule is the principal or leading voice,—in regard to Harmony, by

far the most important or leading voice is the Bass or lowest voice.

Note No. 130.

As stated in Note No. 102, the Bass, being the lowest voice,

forms the foundation and is that particular voice on which a -chord

rests.

In Harmony, the Bass takes an exceptional position, far

more important and quite different to all other voices ; and there-

fore, the formation of a perfectly correct Bass-voice is certainly

more difficult than that of any other voice.

Note No. 131.

Although the Bass as a rule likes to take the prime of a

ohord (compare the Bass-voice of Exercises 111-129), it may
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also take any other interval of a chord, provided this interval is

reached and left by a step of a second:

TD T°S D S DS TD TD SD

gNu P̂ b M U
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Note No. 132.

Occasionally the Bass-voice may take or leave the Third of a
chord by a leap:

m
D ^ I i

r f=fr
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but, it is strictly forbidden for the Bass, when a change of harmony
takes place, to proceed even by smallest leap from or to the fifth

of a triad—consequently

:

Note No. 133.

The Fifth of a triad can be used in the Bass only when it

enters and leaves by a step of a second; at the same time, if pos-
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sible, avoid having the Fifth in the Bass return to the very same

tone which it has just left:

not very good much.better
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The reason why the Bass-voice cannot take the fifth of a triad

by a leap will be explained after the study of the "Dominant-Four-
Six chord.'' Moreover, it is prohibitive for the Bass at any time

to take the fifth of a triad in two successive chords.

Note No. 134.

The rules given in Notes No. 132 and 133 refer only to chords

of different harmonies, for, if the same harmony is repeated, oc-

casionally, as an exception, the Bass-voice may take or leave the

Fifth by a leap:

pg
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at * the Bass takes the Fifth by a leap, and
at ** the Bass leaves the Fifth by a leap

—

but, on a strong (or accented) beat, the Bass-voice is never al-

lowed to take the Fifth of a triad by a leap, even though the same
harmony is repeated:

°T D ..°T

P^P
iiS n ~±7rrtm

noteood

In general, the pupil is cautioned to make a most restricted

use of the second inversion of a triad (i. e., fifth in the Bass).
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For instance, take as example any of Beethoven's Sonatas and close
observation will show that only by greatest exception a triad ap-
pears with Fifth in the Bass. Even in-such exceptional cases the
progression of all voices leading to a triad in its second inversion
must be as smooth as possible. Also, compare the smooth progres-
sion of all voices leading to triads in their second inversion in the
working-out of the following exercises:

Exercise 111, worked out on page 71,
«

114j .
U a » u ^

124, " " " " 76—and others.

Note No. 135.

The very first chord of an exercise (or of any piece of music)
may appear with the third in the Bass-voice (compare Ex. 130,,

worked out on page 81) though never with the fifth in the Bass,

while the final chord must always appear in fundamental posi-
tion, T or T and furthermore, it will be advisable and more satis-

1 I

factory to have the chord preceding the final chord also in funda-
mental position ; thus

:

D
|

T|| or S
|

T|| orS|T||etc.
11 11 II

(Compare Note No. 153.)

Note No. 136.

Also, regarding the Bass-voice, special stress should be laid

on Riemann's excellent words quoted in Note No. Ill, part I:

"In progression by seconds rests the actual healthy life of
melody, and the scale is really at all times the normal basis of.

melody/'

Therefore, relative to the different Notes referring to a per-

fect leading of the voices, it may be well to say, that particularly

for Bass and Soprano voices, occasionally diatonic progressions

[scale like motion] are highly recommendable ; compare the Bass
and Soprano voices of Exercises 130 and 131, the first five and
four measures respectively, worked out on page 81, also compare
Bass and Soprano voices of measures 2 to 4 of Wagner's Prelude

to "Die Meistersinger."

Note No. 137.

Supplementing Note No. 119, it is necessary to add, that

whenever the leading tone in the progression D-T or D-°T ap-

pears in a more prominent voice, i. e., Soprano or Bass—the

leading tone must proceed upward; however, in a middle-voice,

Alto or Tenor, the leading tone in the progression D-T or D-°T
may proceed either upward or downward.
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Exercises 130-139.

Ex.130.

(in^«q;br)0TDITS"ITSITDITS IT°SID.. TH

Ex.131.
¥
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Ex.133.
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Ex.130, worked out as example?
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Ex.131, workc d out as example :
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The half note below the function -letter°S(°S) indicates'
that this chord must appear in half notes. I
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Ex.134.
(in^///^r)0TDlT.. IS.. ID.. IT°SIDTIS°S I T II

Ex.135.

(in<ft«*.)0 DI°T.. I°S.. ID.. I°T.. ID°TI°S.. ID.. I°T II

r

Ex.136.

(mW?x<y'or)$V\T.. ISDiTDIT.. I°SDIT.. I°S .. I Til

Ex.137.

(ini?#^W.)C°T°SI.. DI..°SI°T.. ID°TI°SDI°SD l°T II

Ex.138.

(in^m^r)0TDISTISDIT.. ID.. IT.. I°S DITII

Ex.139.

(in^^«.)0 oSID..IoTDIoT oSI°ToSI..DPT.. ID.. loTII

r

Note No. 138.

Exercise No. 139 practically concludes the study of all Prin-

cipal Triads, and the chords thus far studied, the Tonic, Domi-
nant, and Subdominant triads (as they appear either in the major
or in the minor mode) are the principal and most important chords

in music ; they are, so to speak, the three mighty pillars on which

all music rests—the foundation or generating centre of all musical

creation ; they are the source from which all harmonic combina-

tions have arisen, as all of the infinite number of chords which

can possibly be constructed, have their direct or indirect root in

one of these three leading chords or, as they are called, "Principal

Triads," i. e., Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant, and this will

be shown and proved later, as gradually, the study of more com-

plicated chords is reached.
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THE DOMINANT-FOUR-SIX CHORD.

Note No. 139.

A new, highly important and most interesting chord is found
in the following phrase at N.B.,

# 3£
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As long as this phrase is examined with only the eye and
without the mental ear, the Tonal functions of same undoubtably
will be written down as follows:

$ T D . S.
I T D i T

and, at the same time, the pupil will probably notice that in the

fourth measure a seemingly unpardonable mistake has been made,
as here the Bass-voice leaves the fifth of the [supposed] T chord
by a leap.

But, as soon as this phrase is played, and the ear is permitted
to be the judge, the ear will absolutely refuse to accept the first

chord of the fourth measure as a Tonic chord, not only because
it lacks all the characteristics pertaining to a Tonic chord, but it

positively demands a continuation of at least two other chords be-

fore the musical mind can sense that completeness and perfect sat-

isfaction which a Tonic chord alone can produce.

And as there are only three different Tonal Functions in music
(Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant), if this chord is not a Tonic
chord, it. must be either a Dominant or a Subdominant chord.

Presupposing this chord to be a Subdominant chord, again
the musical ear will reject this tonal function, declining to accept
same as the source or root of this new chord formation, especially,

on account of the prominence of the tone g in this chord. Conse-
quently there is nothing left but the Dominant function for analy-
sis, and this chord most certainly is a disguised and changed
Dominant Chord.
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This disguised Dominant chord, in fact, belongs to a class of
dissonant chords (compare Note No. 189) called "Suspensions,"
and although the study of "Suspensions" will not be taken up
until much later, it is strictly necessary to define and explain this

disguised Dominant chord without further delay, as even at the
very beginning of the study of Harmony this new chord is in-

dispensable.

Note No. 140.

Therefore, if at the close of a musical phrase (compare Note
No. 150 regarding the word Cadence) the penultimate chord is

the "Dominant chord," this Dominant chord very often is pre-

ceded by a chord which appears to the eye as a Tonic chord in its

second inversion (i. e., fifth in the Bass—compare illustration of

Note No. 139) however, the ear decides that this chord formation
cannot be a Tonic chord

—

but, that this very chord is a Dominant
chord of which the third and fifth have been replaced (or sus-

pended) by the fourth and sixth.

Note No. 141.

The chord formation which arises from a D chord of which
the third and fifth have been suspended by the fourth and sixth, is

known in the more modern study of Harmony by the name of the

DOMINANT-FOUR-SIX CHORD.

Note No. 142.

As in any key, the "DominantaFour-Six chord," and the Tonic

chord in its second inversion look exactly alike, the ear alone has

to decide how these chord formations should be classified; for in-

stance, the tonal functions of the following phrase

:
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certainly are not

T D IT .. IS ... ID T I.. .. |S°S IT Dl T II

as erroneously given in most books on Harmony (even in the well-
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known "Manual of Harmony" of my highly esteemed teacher, Prof.
Jadassohn), but most decidedly they are:

TDIT.. IS.. IDTI.. .. |S°SID|DI T II

(Compare Appendix Note XIII.)

To the eye the fourth and thirteenth chords of the above exam-
ple may look alike (both being g-c-e) but the ear perceives the great
difference in character of these two chords : the fourth chord is the
C jmajor triad (T chord) with the fifth in the Bass, while the
thirteenth chord is by no means a C major triad, but the G major
triad (D chord) of which the third and fifth have been suspended
by the fourth and sixth, and the tonal function of this latter chord
is known as the Dominant-Four-Six chord, indicated bv D*

Note No. 143.

Suspended tones (better called "Suspensions'') can never be
doubled, and therefore, in the Dominant-Four-Six chord the prime
is the only interval which can be doubled—never double either the
fourth or the sixth of this chord.

Furthermore, there are no inversions of the Dominant-Four-
Six chord, and same is used, without exception, in fundamental
position only.

Note No. 144.

The Dominant-Four-Six chord is always followed (and for

the present immediately) by the actual Dominant chord. Both
the Dominant-Four-Six chord and the subsequent D chord can
only be used in fundamental position (prime in the Bass)
while the fourth and sixth of the Dominant-Four-Six chord and
the third and fifth of the subsequent D chord may be given to any
of the three upper voices:
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After a Dominant-Four-Six chord one or more voices (even

the middle-voices) may proceed by leaps—as shown in Examples
d and e.
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In Example e, consecutive octaves appear in contrary motion
between Bass and Soprano, but no possible objection can be made
against same as here the consecutive octaves occur on account of

the transposition of the prime and the octave into a lower and
higher octave (compare Note No. 110) ; the tones e fiat in both
chords are the prime and the octave of the two chords.

Note No. 145.

As stated above, the Dominant-Four-Six chord must be fol-

lowed by the actual Dominant chord, and in turn this actual

Dominant chord for the present must be followed by the Tonic
chord, therefore it is evident that the characteristic place of a
Dominant-Four-Six chord is always the third chord from the end
of a phrase or musical sentence, and as regards Rhythm, at all times

it must appear on a beat stronger than the beat on which the sub-

sequent D chord enters.

Note No. 146.

As explained in Notes No. 139-141, a Dominant-Four-Six
chord is a Major Dominant triad of which the third and fifth have

been suspended by the fourth and sixth; therefore, it would be

entirely wrong to indicate the Dominant-Four-Six chord when
appearing in the minor mode by D^ as the Dominant triad in any

minor key is always a Major triad; consequently, the Dominant-
Four-Six chord in the minor mode must also be indicated by
Arabian figures, and the figure 6 must be accompanied by the

sign >.

The explanation for this is that in the minor mode the fifth

of the D chord by no means can be suspended by the natural or

normal sixth (compare Appendix Note VI), but by the key-proper

minor sixth, hence the figure 6 of a Dominant-Four-Six chord in

the minor mode must appear with a decrescendo sign, which sign

[>] according to Note No. 45, part XIV, indicates that the

natural or normal interval {not the key-proper interval) must be

lowered by a large semitone ; consequently, the proper indication

for the Dominant-Four-Six chord in the Minor mode must be

D*>.

Furthermore, all rules given for the Dominant-Four-Six chord

in the Major mode also hold good for the Dominant-Four-Six

chord in the Minor mode. (Also compare Appendix Note XIV.)

Note No. 147.

Never double the fifth in a D chord if same has been imme-
diately preceded by the Dominant-Four-Six chord.
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THE PROGRESSION S (or S)—D CHORDS.
1 I 5

Note No. 148.

Notwithstanding the facts given in Notes No. 132 and 133, in

default of a better succession, the following progression:

sometimes, may be allowed.

Here, in fact, the Bass-voice takes the fifth of the D chord by

a leap of a third, but, for reasons explained in Appendix Note XV,
this progression, as stated above, in default of a better succession,

sometimes may be allowed, and therefore the only exception to the

rule forbidding the Bass to take the fifth of a triad by a leap is

:

Note No. 149.

When the S (or °S) chord in fundamental position is fol-

lowed by the D chord, the Bass, if necessary, may proceed from
the prime of the S (or °S) chord downward (never upward) to

the fifth of the D chord:—S (or S)—D.
1 I 5

But, when leaving the D chord, the fifth in the Bass must
then proceed by a step of a second.
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Exercises 140-155.

Ex.140. i 3 3
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Ex.140, worked out as example
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Ex.144.

(mF%mqfor)$T PIT.. ISDIT.. PSDITS ID! D IT II

5

1 -,6

Ex.145. vm
(mGimin.)$ TDI°T.. I°S DI°TDl°T.. I°S.. IDf-DI^T If

m

Ex.l4G. ,

(in0V*Mpbr)0 T„ ID., IS.. IDTIS°SITS IDJD IT II

Ex.147. vni

(in^^m.)0T°SI°T..JD.. I°T°SID..1°T.. IDf^D l°T II

Ex.148. 3 3

(in^^^r)0SDIT..I°SDJT.. ISDI.. TISD IT

Ex.149. m
(in'^w*«.)0T..I°S..ID.. 1°T.. ID°TI..°S ID.. I°T

Ex.150. v
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Ex.151. supvm
(mGmzn.)§ Dl T°S ID°TI°S.. I°T.. ID.. FT^SIDfT^Tll
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Ex.153. v i

(in^«i».)0T°SID°TI.. DI T SI..DI.. TID^DI Tll

I

Ex.154. a

(m&*n<vor)$TS I D T I S D I T .. ID Tl D .. IS°S I Til

Ex.155. 5 m
(in^wi».)0DIT.. ID Tl S..I°T i .l SDPT SlD2
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r

CADENCES.

Note No. 150.

A "CADENCE" is a series of chords, which expresses conclu-

sion, occurring at the end of a musical phrase or period, and giving

the musical mind complete satisfaction and rest.

Therefore, the closing chord of a cadence can only be the

Tonic chord in fundamental position, appearing at a point strong-

est as regards rhythm and metre.

Note No. 151.

There are ilirce different kinds of cadences known as:

1. The "Authentic" or "Dominant Cadence/'

2. The "Plagal," also "Subdominant" or "Amen Cadence."

3. The "Perfect" or "Complete Cadence."

Note No. 152.

An Authentic [or Dominant] Cadence is a cadence in which
the final chord is preceded by the D chord:

D | T|| orD \ °T||

A Plagal [also Subdominant or Amen] Cadence is a cadence

in which the final chord is preceded by the S or °S chord

:

S |
T|| or °S | T|| or °S

| °T||

A Perfect [or Complete] Cadence is a cadence of which the

last three lonal functions are Subdominant,—Dominant,—Tonic,

thus

:

S D | T|| or°S D | T|| or °S D | °T||

(Compare Appendix Note XVI.)
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Note No. 153.

A chord in fundamental position expresses its tonal function

in a stronger degree than any of its inversions; therefore, inver-

sions must be omitted from at least the last two or three chords

of a cadence.

Note No. 154.

The authentic and the perfect cadence will gain considerably

in strength and effect, if the penultimate chord (which chord in

both the authentic and complete cadence is always the Dominant) is

immediately preceded by the Djj chord, or the D*> chord as in minor.

Note No. 155.

Some examples of different cadences:

a e T D I T II

b <p °T °S l°T II

c T S I °S D I T II

d $ °T D T°T I °S 1 °T II

e T S I T I .. D I T I .. S I D2 D ITII

/ <fc°T D I °T I .. °S l°T I .. °S iDfT) l°T l°S l°Tll

Using these examples as guides, and without the help of any
written music, these cadences should be played at the piano (or

organ) in many different keys; for instance, the last cadence may
be played (as in the key of F minor), as follows:

•If a full measure contains only one function-letter, and common
time is given, this function-letter represents the chord in whole notes.
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/
i£^

TD°T ,.°S°T ..°S DfT) °T °S °T
i± iXE xem s sm zaz XE

^a m © jj. «:
ii Jti- -o-

£pff
XE

XT

In order to give cadences greater volume of tone, thereby-

strengthening the effect, they may also be played with doubled

Bass and Soprano voices. Hence, the foregoing cadence may be

played (as in the key of B minor), as follows:

p3
°T D °T .. °S °T ..°S Dl^D °T °S°T

£t^ £=s:-**-

££ 5XE xF

^^gj^l XE

* - i** XT

It is true, in the two examples at /, the Dominant-Four-Six
chord appears in these cadences as apparently the fifth chord from
the end, and not, as stated in Note No. 145, as necessarily the third

chord from the end ; but the fact is that in this instance the seventh

measure of this cadence actually concludes the phrase or musical

sentence, while the eighth and ninth measures only constitute an

extension or coda; consequently, as shown in the above illustra-

tion, after the perfect or complete cadence there follows still an-

other—a plagal cadence.

*This doubling of Bass and Soprano voices certainly must not be
regarded as "faulty consecutive octaves" nor as "faulty doubling of the
third" (measure 5, chord 1) because, notwithstanding that more than
four tones are heard simultaneously, the music is only for four indi-

vidual parts, of which two parts, Soprano and Bass, have been strength-

ened by doubling.
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Note No. 156.

Period and Sentence.

The student, no doubt, has noticed that all Harmony exercises

(except the very. simple Exercises No. 24-94) have a length of

eight measures.

In fact, the smallest division possible in order to express a

complete musical idea usually consists of at least eight measures.

Hence, any independent musical part which represents in itself a

whole—a totality, generally involving such smallest, complete
musical idea of at least eight measures in length, and ending with

a Tonic chord in fundamental position (which gives the musical
mind rest and satisfaction) is called in musical terminology a

"Period."*

Such Period of eight measures usually consists of two sub-

divisions or sections of four measures each, which stand to each

other, so to speak, as question and answer (contpare Cantus Firmus
of Exercises No. 156-175).

The first four measures of a period (the question) constitute

what is called the first sentence, and the second four measures

(the answer) constitute the second sentence;** consequently, a

period consists of [at least] two sentences.

In accordance with the laws of Metre it is best to end every

sentence (especially if the last measure of a sentence contains only

one chord) with a chord in fundamental position, and with rare

exceptions, the chord closing a first sentence will always be a Domi-

nant chord (seldom a Subdominant or a Tonic chord) ; because, a

Dominant chord, more than any other chord, possesses the quality

of questioning character in the strongest degree.

If the final chord of a sentence is a Dominant Chord in fun-

damental position, such sentence is said to end with a "Half

Close" ; but, if the final chord of a sentence is a Tonic Chord in

fundamental position, same is said to end with a "Full Close"

(compare Appendix Note XVII).

•Compare the first eight measures of the slow movement of almost
any sonata by Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Kuhlau, etc.

Instead of the word "Sentence" also the word 'Phrase" is often

used, but as the term "Phrase" applies to something quite different in

musical terminology—the designations "first" and "second sentence," with

regard to the different sections of a period, may be better than "first"

•nid "second phrase."
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FREE HARMONY.

Note No. 157.

Free Harmony, this expression is used to define a new series

of exercises, that is, exercises for "Harmonizing" a melody which
appears without any indication of tonal functions, or chord-letters

and signs; consequently, in these new exercises the pupil must
determine the best and most appropriate harmony for each and
every tone of a "Cantus Firmus."

Note No. 158.

It is needless to say that in "Free Harmony" exercises only

those chords can be used which have been studied hitherto—and
therefore, in the major Exercises No. 156-165 only the + T, +D,
+ S, D^ and occasionally, the °S chords can be introduced, while

in the minor Exercises No. 166-175 only the °T\ +D, °§, and
D|P chords are allowed.

4

Note No. 159.

In all Free Harmony exercises, if the initial chord enters on
the first [accented] beat of the measure, such harmony must be

a Tonic chord ; but, if the initial chord of an exercise enters on an
unaccented beat (up-beat [in German—Auftakt] ) this first chord

must be a Dominant (or a Subdominant) chord (compare Exer-

cises 131, 135, 136, etc.), while the final chord of any piece of

music must always be a Tonic chord.

Note No. 160.

From what has been said about the DJ and D%> chords in

Note No. 145, it is obvious that the DJ and D^ chords can

never appear at the beginning or in the middle of a sentence; if

the D 6
A orDP chord is introduced at all, it can only be used as
4 4

.

third chord from the end of a period and must always be followed

by D and T (or °T) chords; while, regarding metre the DJ (or

DJ > ) chord can only appear on an accented beat of a measure

and the subsequent D chord on a beat less accented.

Note No. 161.

The DJ or DJ > chord gains considerably in strength and

effectiveness if it is immediately preceded by the S or °S chord

(compare Notes No. 152 and 15-1 about Cadences), but special

care must be taken never to have the Djj or DJ> chord imme-

diately preceded by the actual D chord.
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Note Xo. 162.

The penultimate harmony in any of the following Free Har-

mony exercises must be either a Dominant or a Subdomimmt chord,

never a Tonic chord.

Note Xo. 163.

Before working out a Free Harmony exercise, a schedule must

be written on a third staff of all the different chords which may

be used in such exercise, according to the key; for example, the

schedule for Exercise 156 will be:

T D S °S D|

m u 1 1 ^ &

and the schedule for Exercise 166 will be:

°T D °S D*^

g s

Exercises 156-i75.

CANTUS FIEMUS IN SOPRANO.

MAJOR.

Ex.156. pjj| Jj|,]J |
J«Jlu|Jf Ipfcf |

Jj
XT

k*
Ex. 157. SMS f'f

l
^ f

XH

Ex.156, worked out as example:

TDTS-TS D T .. S °S D*D T
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Ex.166, worked out as example:
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PARALLEL CHORDS

(Secondary Triads)

IN THE MAJOR MODE.

Note No. 164.

So far, only the first, fifth, and fourth tones (or degrees) of a

scale have been used for the formation of chords; and triads built

on the first, fifth, and fourth tones of any major or minor scale are

called

—

"The Principal Triads" of the key in question, known by the

names

:

Tonic Triad,

Dominant Triad,

Subdominant Triad.

Note No. 165.

If the key-proper third and the key-proper fifth are added to

the second, third, sixth, and seventh tones of any major scale, the

result will be, for instance, in C major:

T s n

^U §«BU I

Analyzing these four new triads built on the tones d, e, a, and
b, the pupil will notice that the three chords, d-j-a, and e-g-b, and
a-c-e, consist of prime, minor third and perfect fifth ; consequently,

these three new triads, notwithstanding the fact that they are

found in the key of major, are minor triads belonging to that

major key.

But, analyzing the chord built on the seventh tone of a maj-or

scale (in G major, the chord b-d-f), it will be seen that this chord

consists of prime, minor third and diminished fifth, and therefore,

according to Note No. 100 (and see Appendix Note IX), this

chord formation is no triad at all but a "dissonant" chord, which
will be studied later under the Chapter of "Dissonant Chords."

Note No. 166.

In contradistinction to the three principal triads of any major
key, the new triads, built on the second, third, and sixth tones of

any major scale, are generally known as the "Secondary Triads"

of the key; and in importance and use these Secondary Triads are

extremely inferior to the Principal Triads.
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Note No. 167.

Comparing these three new secondary triads (built on the sec-

ond, third, and sixth tones of any major scale), with the three

principal triads (T, D, and S chords) of such key, it is a striking

fact that each and every one of these three new secondary triads

shows a very strong relationship to a certain principal triad of the

same key. For example, all six triads of the key of C major may
be divided into three groups, consisting of two strongly related

chords

:

^m I I
B
~

B II H3i 1
1

(Also compare Appendix Note XVIII.)

Note No. 168.

As shown in the illustration of Note No. 167, each group con-

sists of two chords having two common tones, which is the strong-

est possible kinship or connection between any two triads,—and
this, further reveals the close relationship which in the Major mode
exists between the major Tonic triad and the minor triad built on

the sixth tone ; and between the major Dominant triad and the

minor triad built on the third tone; and between the major Sub-

dominant triad and the minor triad built on the second tone.

In fact, the common relationship existing between the two

chords of each and every one of these three different groups is so

strong, that in order to enrich the family of chords—or in order

to acquire more variety and diversity in harmonic progressions

—

or for melodic reasons—sometimes, a Principal triad (T, D or S
chord in Major) may be replaced by that very same secondary

triad to which it is so strongly related and this may be proved by

the following illustrations:

fen
TD T Tjk^.DIP T^TD T TS Dfy. T

* m TT~ ITE wn -o- -o- w
P

-»-

U u JJ
XE

FT
3X 33:

r
3X
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In example a, the chord at N.B. certainly looks like a d minor
triad built on the second tone of the scale, but this chord, as re-

gards its Tonal function, most decidedly gives the ear the impres-

sion of a Subdominant chord, and it certainly would not be too

far-fetched to call this chord the Subdominant triad of major,

modified by replacing the fifth of the triad by the key-proper sixth

(compare Appendix Note XYIII).
In example b, the chord at N.B. has the appearance of being

an e minor triad built on the third tone of the scale, but again, re-

garding its Tonal function, the ear will assign to this chord the

Dominant function, and (as in the case of the modified Subdomi-
nant chord) it will conceive this e minor triad as the Dominant
triad of C major, modified by replacing the fifth of the triad by
the key-proper sixth.

Note No. 169.

From the examples and explanations given in Note No. 168,

it is evident, that in the Major mode a principal triad occasionally

can be replaced by the respective secondary triad; for example, in

the key of C major—the / major [principal] triad occasionally

may be replaced by the d minor [secondary] triad, and the g major
[principal] triad occasionally may be replaced by the e minor
[secondary] triad, thus substantiating the connection between a

Principal triad and its substitute Secondary triad, and standing to

each other in exactly the same relation as any major scale (or key)

to the parallel minor scale (or Icey).

In view of these facts it must be admitted that Riemann most
assuredly has instituted and given the most appropriate name,
"PARALLEL CHORDS," to those minor and major triads which

are generally known by the name of "secondary triads" ; and as, for

example, the scale of D minor is the parallel scale of the F major
scale ; and the scale of G major is the parallel scale of the E minor
scale ; so also, the d minor triad is the parallel chord of the / major
triad, and the g major triad is the parallel chord of the e minor
triad, consequently

:

Note No, 170.

Parallel Chords are two triads (one major and one minor)
standing to each other in exactly the same relation as two parallel

scales. For example

:

The parallel chord of the d major triad is the chord b-d-f$,

and vice versa:

the parallel chord of the b minor triad is the chord d-f%-a—
The parallel chord of the a flat major triad is the chord f-a\)-c,

and vice versa:

the parallel chord of the / minor triad is the chord a\)-c-e\).
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Note No. 171.

In Note No. 169 only the parallel chords of the D and S triads

have been discussed, but with regards to the T chord, it is clear

that on account of the unique characteristic of the Tonic function,

a Tonic chord in fact can never be actually replaced; neverthe-

less, the, parallel chord of a Tonic chord (for instance, in the key

of E flat major, the chord c-e\)-g) may be introduced as a sub-

stitute- for the Tonic chord and Particularly in a Deceptive
Close (compare Appendix Note XVI) :

^NFf
TS DTP SPS T TP D TTpD^D jka

A-^m sy=

rrfr o o
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^
etc.
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at A^.B., instead of the expected T chord, the "Parallel chord" ap-

pears, which changes the "authentic cadence" into a "deceptive

close" involving an indispensable continuation (compare Appen-
dix Notes XVI and XVII).

Note No. 172.

These Parallel chords in the Major mode are indicated by the

function-letters T, D, S, to which the small letter p [parallel] has
been added as follows:—Tp, Dp, Sp. For Example,

In the key of C major, Tp denotes the chord a-c-e,

" " " " " Dp " " " e-g-b,
a u <c u «

gp
u « u d:^

" " i( B major, Tp " " " g%-b-d%,
« " " Aflatm,ajor,Bv " " « c-e^-g,

" « " F sharp major, Sp " " " g%-b-d%,

Exercise 176.

ite the following chords

:

Dp in the key of F major,
Tp a i a it E major,

Sp a < i a et A flat major,

Tp et t a it B major,

Dp a < t a tt E Rat major,

Tp a ( a a F sharp major,
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or,Sp in the key of B flat maj
Tp " " " " D major,

Dp " " " " G major,

Sp " " « " C major
Tp " " " " D flat major,

Dp " " « " A major,
op B major,
Tp " " " *

Hat major,
Dp " " " " C sharp major,

Tp " " " " E flat major,
Sp " " " " C sharp major,

Dp u a u u F sl)arp ma
'

]0Vy

Tp " " " " C flat major,

Sp " " " " E major,
Tp " w " " B flat major,

Tp " " " " F major,
Dp " " " " B flat major,

Sp " " " " D major,

Dp " " (i " G Hat major,

Sp " « " " F major,

Tp " " « " A major,

Dp " " " " D flat major,

Sp " a a " G major,

Tp " " " " A flat major,

Tp « " " " C major,

Dp " " " " B major,

Sp " " " " E flat major,

Dp " " " " E major,

Sp " " " u G flat major,

Dp " « " "
T) major,

Sp " " " " C flat major,

Tp " " " " C sharp major,

Dp " " " " A flat major,

Sp " " " « D flat major,

Dp " " " " C major,

Tp " " " " G major,

Sp " " " " F sharp major,

Dp " " " "
Hat major,

Sp " " " " A major,

Tp " " " " C sharp major.
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Note No. 173.

The Incomplete Triad.

If it is better for the general leading of the voices, the final
chord of any piece of music may also appear incomplete, i. e., with-
out its fifth but never without its third.

The reason for this is that the fifth, without being actually

sung by any of the four voices, is sufficiently represented by the
strong overtones (compare Appendix Note VII) of the three times
represented prime of the chord.

Therefore, when writing four-part music, and the fifth of the
final chord is omitted, the fundamental tone of this chord must
be sung by three voices as follows

:

Prime in the Bass, and prime (or octave) in any two other
voices, while the fourth voice takes the third,—compare the follow-
ing two examples at N.B.,

Cantus Firmus

in Tenor:

i*¥

'S D

TT

oc

TT

N.B.

JSSL

M*
D^D

m P¥

t*>c

S
N.B.

and herefrom, it follows that in an inverted triad, the fifth can

never be omitted; inverted triads, when writing four-part music,

must always contain all elements of the chord.

Note No. 174.

The stronger the relationship between two successive chords,

the greater the freedom permissible to the leading of the voices.

This applies to the middle-voices as well as to the extreme voices.

Thus, between D£ (or D^>) and D chords, — or between any

principal chord and the respective parallel chord or vice versa,

—

or between T and Djj or °T and DJ> chords,— or between any

two chords having more than one common tone, if necessary, even
a middle-voice may proceed by a leap larger than a third.

Beginning at Ex. 177,—if absolutely unavoidable, even be-

tween two less related chords, (for instance, between S [or °S]
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and DJj [or D^] chords) a middle-voice sometimes may proceed

by a leap of a fourth

:

m
f

r

1 etc:

r
Note No. 175.

For melodic reasons, a Soprano-voice occasionally may progress

by a leap of a minor seventh,— (never a major seventh)—
bearing in mind that after a leap it is always advisable to pro-

ceed in the opposite direction of the leap and best of all by a

step of a second.

Note No. 176.

Although, according to Notes No. 144 and 145, the Dom-
inant-Four-Six chord must always be followed by the actual D
chord, it is also permissible that the D^ (not the DJ>) chord

may be followed immediately by the Dp chord. In this case,

however, the Dp chord must appear with its third (which is the

prime of the principal chord) in the Bass, and furthermore, it

will be advisable to double the third (compare Note No. 186,

part VI, respecting rules governing the Doubling of the Third;

also compare the penultimate chord of Example b in Note No.

168).

Note No. 177.

Beginning at Ex. 177, if strictly necessary a doubled fifth

may also be reached by parallel motion, provided one of the

two voices progresses by a step of a second—or even better, by a

semitone

:

m
SP T

m
pr

etc:

°s T

e
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Note No. 178.

It is understood that in all exercises where no figure is given

for the Bass-voice,—the Bass is perfectly free to take the prime,

or the third, or the fifth of the chord in accordance with the rules

given in Notes No. 132, 133, 134 and 149.

The designations % °e, °b, or 1\ S, Dp, etc., refer to the

chord in general and not to its fundamental position or any of

its inversions.

Note No. 179.

In order to simplify the study of Parallel chords during

the first few weeks, it will be necessary to write on a third staff

(directly above the two staves on which the working-out of the

exercise will appear) the plain chords to be used in such exer-

cise; this entire third staff to be prepared before the actual work-

ing-out of the exercise.

For example, compare Ex. 177, worked out at the bottom of

this page.

Exercises 177-188.

MAJOR.

CANTUS FIEMUS IN SOPRANO.

N.B.—Before working out Exercises 177-188, consult carefully

Note No. 186,

—

the introduction; part I—VI; also part X.

Ex.177.
. jjNi jj i Jn^uji r r i r

J
i rj

d oe a d o oe d g a o oe d% d
3 m i

Ex.177, worked out as example

I
* ^ wm *m *
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i
TpD TS
m

x op

*1
DpTp DSD
£

V g rj

n TJ"

wm u u
Tf

m
rr u n^^ Wd oe a do oe d

a in
o oe d7d
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Ex.178, jgfcg JJIJJ 33
1 TTCti*b b\>oc of b\> o oc b\> e\> ' o £l>$III

3

m

Ex.179. g{¥it(fi rp rr i
J 1'ipi' i fpii'f i^p

m

CAXTUS FIRMUS IX ALTO.

Ex.180.
8 5

gP^
za l g) 5 *^ rUj'vl^ gJ * J i -^-o »-<&

^+ /7,l>o//b oc abVl ob\> o o£l> <?b HI <?l>

3

Ex.181.

pi 8 m 5 8 1 iup3 ms
+ .. 0*0* c$ o b aft b f% g% c4 + /#m m

CAXTUS FIRMUS IN TEXOR.

Ex.182. 3 m^L 5J?

gap*
(2 . Q

'
I f \ o 1 p H)

in

Ex.183.
8 1 vm 8

a.

f-rf44£3& zzr y g m
/ « rf oaod og: c f b\> o .. cj c
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Ex.l84.(in^)0TDp|SDp|TSplDTp|SpTIS°SID|D
I Til

1 m 3 m i

.5 ,
vni 3up3 , vm

Ex.185, (m#\>) 0TTP |SD|DpTplDTl.. SplTSlD|DI Til

ill ii3 mm

_
, v , 5m mm s vm __

Ex.l86.(in^)(^TSID.. ITP TISPDITTP ISpDplTDJ Til
1 1 m 3m n

Ex.187. O ;*

(in^b)0TTP ID.JTSplDpTpIS D ITP T I D DP I T
1 III 3 3 III III

Ex.188. _
3downVm 5 3 V V

(intftf)0 T Tp I SSPITTP ISP DP ITP
1 up I

Sp.JDpDlTi

Ex.184, worked out as example:

TDP S Dp T SP D TP SPT S °S D|D T
i m 3 ni i

*
1 1

i * ** a 1 *
* ** *
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i
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PARALLEL CHORDS
(Secondary Triads)

IN THE MINOR MODE.

Note No. 180.

If the key-proper third and the key-proper fifth are added
to every tone of any natural minor scale,—the resulting minor,
for instance, will, be as follows :

—

(Regarding the °D chord, compare Note No. 97.)

Here again, four new chords are found, built on the tones

b, c, f, and g. For the present, the chord built on the tone b

will be ignored for reasons given in Note No. 165, last paragraph.

In view of the explanations given in Notes No. 167-170, the

three remaining [major] triads can only be conceived as the three

"parallel chords" in the minor mode, namely:
The major triad built on c, as the parallel chord of the °T chord,

/, " " " « °S chord,

g, " " " " °D chord,*

and these three new chords are indicated by the function-letters

°T, °S, and °D to which the small letter p has been added. For

example,

—

°Tp Sp°Dp Tpj>Sp°Dp

in A minor .

<jf)

o § :§=4| in Cminor jpgg ggg

Note No. 181.

Special attention should be given to the fact that the indi-

cation °Tp should be read as

:

"The Parallel chord of the °T chord";

the indication °Sp should be read as:

"The Parallel chord of the °S chord";

and the indication °Dp should be read as

:

"The Parallel chord of the °D chord."

'Compare Note No. 182.
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Since the parallel chord of a minor triad must always be a

major triad (just as the parallel chord of a major triad must
always be a minor triad), the indications °Tp, °Sp, and °Dp,
without exception, denote major triads, notwithstanding the minor
sign ° affixed in front of the function-letter (compare the first

part of this Note).

Consequently, the indications Tp, Dp, and Sp (or if speci-

fied with + as follows:—+Tp, + Dp, and +Sp) always require a

minor triad,— and the indications °Tp, °Sp, and °Dp always re-

quire a major triad.

Note No. 182.

Although the old °D chord has been entirely removed from
modern minor music, and only by greatest exception is this

chord ever used any more in modern music (compare Note No.

97), the parallel chord, the °Dp chord, (for instance, in the key

of A minor, the chord g-b-d) is still used and met with sometimes.

Exercise 189.

Write the following chords

°Tp in the key of C sliarp minor,

°Dp " it a ct B flat minor,

°Sp " a a it A minor,
°Tp " a a a F minor,
°Dp " a a a B minor,

°Sp " u it a F sharp minor,

°Tp " ct a it G minor,
°Dp " it a a C minor,

°Sp " a it a c sharp minor,
°Dp f< a ic a A flat minor.
°Tp " a a it G sliarp minor,

°Sp " a H a B minor,
°Dp " it a a D minor,
°Sp " a it a E flat minor,
°Dp " a a a E minor,
°Sp " a tt (£ D sliarp minor,
°Dp " a a « A sharp minor,
°Tp " a a tt C minor,
°Tp " a a it A flat minor,
°Sp " a a a G minor,
°Dp " a a a G sharp minor,
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°Tpin the key of

°Sp " "•' a a

°Dp " it a ft

°Sp " a a a

°Tp " tt u tt

°Sp " u a a

°Tp " it a a

°Dp " a a a

°Sp " il a a

°Tp " a a it

°Dp " a a a

°Tp " a a tt

°Sp " tc a a

°Dp " a a a

°Tp " a a a

°Sp " a a a

°Dp " a a tt

°Tp " a a a

°Sp " a a a

°Tp " a a it

°Dp " a a a

°Tp " a a a

°Sp " a a tt

°Tp " a

a

a

a

a

a

A minor,
F minor,
F sharp minor,

D minor,

B flat minor,
E minor,

B minor,

D sharp minor,

A sharp minor,

E flat minor,

C sharp minor,

F minor,

G sharp minor,

A minor,

A sharp minor,

C minor,

G minor,

D minor,

B flat minor,

F sharp minor,

E flat minor,

D sharp minor,

A flat minor,

E minor,

F minor.

Xote Xo. 183.

Inasmuch as the accidentally raised tone in the minor mode
has been introduced by composers solely in order to acquire the

more melodious leading-tone step progression from the seventh

to the eighth tone of the old, original minor scale, the appear-

ance of the accidentally raised tone in minor accordingly is

most prominent in the progression D-°T (or °T-D) ; for ex-

ample, in the key of A minor:

t

m JX

T D

FT

r
2ZI
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Hence, in modern minor music the Dominant chord always
appears with the accidentally raised tone (same being the third

of the Dominant chord) ; but, if the seventh tone of the minor
scale appears as an element of any other chord but the Dom-
inant chord, for the present, this seventh tone must be used, in

its original, unaltered form, i. e., as it belongs to the old, true,

original minor scale.

Consequently, the pupil is warned never to raise the prime
of any °Dp chord, or the fifth of any °Tp chord, but to use the

accidentally raised tone in the minor mode solely in the Dom-
inant chord (compare Appendix Note XIX).

Note No. 184.

As stated in Note No. 166, the importance and use of parallel

chords [secondary triads] in the major mode is extremely inferior

to that of the principal triads,—in the minor mode the use of

parallel chords is even less important than in the major mode, and
only the °Sp chord is met with comparatively quite frequently,

while both the °Tp and °Dp chords seldom appear (compare
Appendix Note XX) ; nevertheless, in the following minor Exer-

cises 190-197, a number of parallel chords have been introduced,

not from a musical point of view but mainly for the sake of study

and practice.

Note No. 185.

The following very simple and quick method of finding the

°Sp chord of any key may be welcomed by the student.

If in a certain key the °Sp chord is wanted, take the tone

which lies a small semitone [a minor second] above the Dominant-
tone of such key and build on this tone a major triad, and the

result will be the desired °Sp chord; for instance, in the key

of B minor the Dominant-tone is / sharp, consequently the °Sp

chord in the key of B minor must be the major triad built on
the tone a semitone higher than f sharp, viz., g-b-d.
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Note Xo. 18G.

Doubling the Third of a Triad.

In all exercises hitherto either the Prime or the Fifth of

a chord has been the only interval to be doubled, and thus far

it has been strictly forbidden to double the Third of a triad.

But, with the introduction of parallel chords, also this last

interdiction ceases to exist; however, (with very few exceptions

which will be given later in this Note) the rule given in Note
No. 105,—namely:

"When writing for four parts (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and
Bass) generally the best interval to be doubled will be the Prime

of a chord; the next best interval to be doubled will be the Fifth
of a chord; and lastly, the Third of a chord which is the least

desirable interval to be doubled"—must, nevertheless be heeded.

Rules in Reference to Doubling the Third.

I. On account of the fact that in the major mode the third

of any parallel chord is the prime of the respective principal chord,

the "third" of a Tp, Dp, and Sp chord may therefore be doubled

at any time and without any restriction if the leading of the

voices does require or permit it. Sometimes, indeed, there are

cases where the doubling of a, third in a Tp, Dp, and Sp chord

is far more preferable than the doubling of either the prime
or the fifth, for instance, in a cadence (compare the chords at N.B.
in Examples a and b of Note No. 168, and part IX of this Note)-

II. The "third" may be doubled in a + T, °T, or +S chord,

provided the doubled third is reached either by contrary or by

oblique motion, but never reach a doubled third of a +T, °T, or

+ S chord by parallel motion:

D T D S

m i

good bad

D°T S T

m^
f

LA

FF
l-A3^ y4 2zz:B 1 p
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However, there is one exception to this rule, namely,—when
the same harmony is repeated the third of a +T, °T, or +S chord
may be doubled in parallel motion:

$
A

1¥f*T
*!:.«»m

r
4=1

n:
r

III. A Leading tone, when appearing in a +D or a °S
chord, can never be doubled; and therefore, it is strictly forbid-
den to double the third of any +D or °S chord.

IV. If absolutely necessary the third may also be doubled in

the very first chord of a piece of music, provided this chord is

not a +D or a °S chord.

V. Never double the third in a final chord (compare the

latter part of Note No. 104).

VI. Whenever the final chord is preceded by the Dp chord,

it is best and most effective to have the Dp chord with doubled

third—the Bass taking one of them and with prime in Soprano,

while the final chord is written with Octave in Soprano, thus

refraining from keeping any common tones; for example, in

C major:

Dp

m 1
r

4V g

or

ZEH 331

Also, if the Dp chord appears as antepenultimate chord,
%

it will be advisable to double the third of this Dp chord, giving

one of the thirds to the Bass-voice.
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VII. As stated in part I of this Note, the third of any Tp,
Dp, or Sp chord may be doubled; however, it is well to avoid
doubling the third of a °Tp, or a °Dp chord*, but if absolutely
unavoidable the third of a °Tp, or a °Dp chord can be doubled
only by reaching the doubled third in contrary motion; on the
other hand

—

VIII. The third may be doubled in a °Sp chord.

IX. Special attention must be given whenever the chord-

progression D-°Sp, or °Sp-D appears, as it is well nigh impos-
11 11

sible to have a faultless connection between the D and °Sp chords,

1 1

or between the °Sp and D chords unless the °Sp chord appears11 1

with doubled third; for example, in the key of A minor:

Very bad

i
D °SP °SP D D °SPmmn

r r rT

good

D°Sp°Sp D D°Sp
i

HhitfWrtr
Um

rj

The reason for this cannot be given until later when the study of
'Intra Dominant Chords" (compare Appendix Note XXI) is reached.
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The following progression is also good, notwithstanding that

in this instance the °Sp chord appears without doubled third, but

with doubled fifth, though this latter case is exceptional:

$
SP D

fr
i_i

m
rr

X. In general, it is much better to reach the interval of
any doubled chord-tone by contrary (or by oblique) motion than
by parallel motion, for example, in the key of C major:

much better

I

SP D

Ff
A A

T To

rr

^

N. B.

—

Special attention is called to Appendix Note XXII, and
from now on, in conjunction with the working-out of the exercises

following the instructive study of "Harmonic Analysis" may also

he undertaken.
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Exercises 190-197.

MINOR.

CAXTUS FIRMUS IN SOPRANO.
Ex.190.

mfe k,n?\>e i 8 ,t„«
rr'^j ' -M'ir^: ^-hrr

c dV «t 3 o/o c d? f .. o .. cf^c o115 1 1 V

oc#q/»-g|| 5 «o/# o ^ * « ^oc||^«>^ o

CAXTUS FIRMUS IX ALTO.

Ex.192.

$
vmupm 3 V&

M> o rf e\> 3

-cr—

^

g c e\> d 3

& l ? d l

c)

os-

Ex.190, worked out as example :
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#fef^
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Ex.193.

CANTUS FIKMUS IN TENOR.

1 ^

1W <t>
rr i

f.
i pr i rffeXiS^ **-

1 3

Ex.194,
Vup3 5

(mJ) § T SplDT[ Dp TplD Spl°Tp Dpl Tp Sp ID.. I °T II

i l in li li

Ex 195. ^ ^
mvnf"5 s"~v 8 m

(in^#)0TSI°DPDIT oSP ID..IoTDI°SpS I Df^ D l°T II

m li

Ex.196
m

(m^)0 T.. l S Dpl Tp SplD..I Sp SI T„DI°T S l°TII
3 11

Ex.197. ^
Vdownlupin V H

(in<?#)0 T D I T°S IDS l°SPD l T Dpl SPDI T S l°Tfl
l l

Ex.194,worked out as example :

Vup ;< 5

T°SP DT Dp oTpDoSp Tp Dp°Tp°SpD .. °T
i i ni li, ti

p I * 1
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FREE HARMONY.

Introducing Parallel Chords.

Note No. 1ST.

Before working out any of the following Free Harmony
exercises, again a schedule must be written on a third staff of
all the different chords which may be used in each exercise, accord-
ing to the key. For example, the schedule for Exercise IDS will be:

T D S °S D2 TP Dp SP

p i § m g i i j -i

and the schedule for Exercise 206 will be

:

°T D °S D|>0TP °DP °SP

Note No. 188.

At least three parallel chords must be introduced into each
and every one of the following exercises.

Ex.198.

Exercises 198-212.

CANTUS FIRMUS IN SOPRANO.

MAJOR.

m d^z Sm -n-e-

¥

Ex.198, worked out as example:

T TP SpD DpSp D TP Sp D T D Dp T^ ^ X
331

f
aA

N.B.
rj

***- u
TT

Bz
i

:o:» so:w IQI

At N.B. instead of the D chord, the D4 chord may be written.
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Ex.199 mm XE^^
Ex.200.

Ex.201. ^'\h\, Jjl^
l ffhlf'f U rzz

Ex.203,^^h | | j p r
J i^U

E* *o* jVtf jju*)if|M» i f(M
r

,i i [^
XE

Ex.205. rrir
r
M J

MINOR.

fix.206.
j

jjb'l,t|) fY|JjUr l

1°
l[' j l , )j

Ex.206, worked out as example:
°T Dp Tp°T °S .. D °Sp°T °S°SPDfT) °Tmm 3 i I^o=^

rSFrr np
?Hh,tfji|l- ^ 3DE ±i it m

fT=Tf
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Ex.207.^m zz m ipgp

Ex.208.SJ | f
f'

[K m 3z:
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r
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r
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CONSONANT CHORDS AND DISSONANT CHORDS.

Note No. 189.

With the exception of the Dominant-Four-Six chord as in

the major and minor mode, only, the two different kinds of

triads, Major Triads and Minor Triads, have been studied in

Book I of this course of Harmony instruction.

All possible chord formations which are or can be used in

modern music may be divided into two main divisions consisting

of two classes as follows:

1. Consonant Chords.

2. Dissonant Chords.

Dissecting the word ''Consonant" (or as noun—Consonance,
derived from the Latin, Consonantia) agreement—concord—con-

gruity is the essential musical requisite between tones sounding
simultaneously, thereby producing a harmonious, pleasing and
satisfactory effect.

On the other hand, analyzing the word "Dissonant" (or as

noun—Dissonance, from the Latin, Dissonantia) same tends in

the opposite direction, evincing want of agreement—discordance

—

incongruity—thus exerting momentarily between the simul-

taneous sounding of tones less closely related a more or less dis-

pleasing and unsympathetic vibration of harmony.

However, these definitives "want of agreement—discordance

—

incongruity" as applied to Dissonant Chords must not be mis-

construed; by no means are these expressions used to convey the

impression that acoustically such chords create a positively dis-

agreeable, badly sounding, or unharmonious effect. Quite the con-

trary, such unyielding qualities in Music could not possibly exist,

and the chords to which these expressions have been applied abso-

lutely need a continuation and resolution into another chord.

Every Dissonant chord must progress or resolve into a new
barmony, and if this new harmony in turn is another Dissonant

chord, again it involves a further continuation, and so on, until

at last a Consonant chord has been reached.

Of these two divisions of chords, the first class, the Consonant
Chords is comparatively very small, comprising only of all

major and minor triads; but, the second class, the Dissonant

Chords, is very large, in fact, endless,—embracing all possible

chord formations in music excluding major and minor triads.
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The class of Dissonant Chords may be subdivided into two
parts, i. e.,

1. Mild Dissonances,

2. Sharp Dissonances.

To the class of Mild Dissonances belong, forexample, such chords

as the D^ and DJ> chords, the Dominant-Seventh chord (as in

the key of C major, the chord g-b-d-f, tonal function indicated by

D7
), the Subdominant-Sixth chord* (as in the key of C major, the

chord f-a-c-d [S 6
] or the chord f-a\)~c-d [SVI

]) and others to be

studied later.

To the class of Sharp Dissonances belong, for example, such

chords as the large Seventh chord* (as in the key of C major, the

chord c-e-g-b [T7< ] and the chord f-a-c-e [S7< ]), and the small

Sixth chord (as in the key of C minor, the chord c-e\)-g-a\) [SVI> ] )

and an endless number of more complicated chords—also, to follow

later.

* Compare Appendix Note XVIII.
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APPENDIX.

The following Explanatory Notes and Amendments have been

specially prepared for the more advanced student with the view

of defining in detail some of the Notes contained in the general

text of Book I.

I.

To Note No. 1, Page 1.

Although it may be claimed that in the modern "Equally tem-
pered Tone-system" there are only twelve major scales which are

absolutely different as regards pitch, but for the sake of complete-

ness all fifteen scales which can be practically used, are given

here. Moreover, the compromise construction of keyboard-instru-

ments naturally reduces all scales to an arbitrary form, called

"tempered," and when it is claimed that there are only twelve

major scales, it is impossible to decide just which three scales to

eliminate—and, irrespective of the limit which has accordingly

been set, in practice such scales as the scales of F sharp major or

G flat major, and the scales of C sharp major or D flat major, and
the scales of B major or C flat 'major cannot be omitted as each

and every one of these six scales (and keys) have exactly the same
right of existence.

On instruments not arranged or tuned in accordance with the

"Equally tempered Tone-system" as, for instance, the violin, it

is possible to demonstrate and express to a fineness tones of en-

harmonic pitch; therefore, on the violin and similar instruments,

between such scales as the F sharp major scale and the G flat major
scale, and the scales of C sharp major and D flat major, and the

scales of B major and C flat major there is certainly a decided'

difference regarding absolute pitch, tone color, as well as fingering.

However, at some definite point a limit must be reached re-

garding the number of different scales, and it is well to place this

limit at a point where a scale is going to contain more than seven

sharps or flats—therefore, the student should be taught that there

are fifteen different major scales (and keys) and fifteen different

minor scales (and keys) which can be practically employed in

modern music (also compare Appendix Note IV).
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II.

To Note No. 8, Page 4.

The experience of many years of piano and harmony instruc-

tion has shown that pupils become more or less confused when
taught the signatures of minor scales by referring to the so-called

'"relative" major scales; and, for example, in order to find the sig-

nature of the A minor scale they are referred to the C major scale.

It is indeed surprising that nowadays so many instructors

persistently adhere to this old method of teaching Scales, i. e.,

in the following order:

C major,

A minor,

G major,

E minor,

D major,

B minor, etc.,

as this method positively cannot give the pupil a clear and distinct

idea respecting the "Characteristic Differences" existing between
the Major and Minor Modes.

It is a fact, that in consequence of teaching Scales in this

absurd order, pupils receive a confused impression with regards

to major and minor scales, and almost without exception, if told

to play, for instance, the F major scale and to follow same imme-
diately by the F minor scale—for the latter, they will hunt for

the so-called "relative" minor scale of the F major scale and play

instead the D minor scale, believing it to be the actual F minor
scale. This fallacy of teaching Scales has developed in the pupil's

musically ill-trained mind the impression to regard the so-called

"relative" minor scale of a certain major scale as the minor scale

of the same letter-name.

Consequently, any comparison between a major scale and
a minor scale of exactly the same key-signature (as the scales of

C major and A minor, or the scales of B major and G sharp minor,

etc., which scales in the more modern theory of Music are known
as "Parallel Scales"—compare Notes No. 19 and 20) should be

entirely abandoned as it is against all reasoning to speak of

"comparison" between two subjects which in every respect are

decidedly different in nature or character.

Therefore, the comparison of a major scale with the minor
scale of the same letter-name (for example, comparing the C major
scale with the scale of C minor) gives the pupil a clear and true

insight into the "Characteristic Differences" existing between the

Major and Minor Modes; and, in order to enable the pupil not

only to learn but to actually hear and feel this vast and real differ-

ence, they should be taught the major and minor scales in the fol-

lowing manner:
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C major,

C minor,

G major,

G minor,

D major,

D minor, etc.,

which is the only correct and proper order of teaching Scales

consistently.

Furthermore, the expressions "relative major scale" and
"relative minor scale" are somewhat old-fashioned, very ambig-

uous, and most inappropriate—and same are not used in connection

with this Manual.

III.

To Note No 13, Page 6.

Large semitones are also known by the name "Chromatic
semitones," and small semitones by the name "Diatonic semitones."

It is self-contradictory, the idea so often found in older books,

that for instance, the interval c—c% is smaller than the interval

c—d\), or technically, that a "chromatic semitone" should be smaller

than a "diatonic semitone."

The following two examples may prove that the pitch of the

tone c sharp, in fact, is higher than that of its enharmonic tone

d flat:

a

a
-o-

S

In example a, the tone c sharp strives upward toward d, which
proves that c sharp is nearer to d than to c; in example b, the tone

d flat strives downward toward c, which proves that d flat is nearer

to c than to d.

Moreover, as Louis Lohse writes: "Taking c (which is

the middle C on the keyboaTd of a piano, the tone #P)
at 256 vibrations, its neighbor tone, the perfectly pure d flat has
268 4/100, while the enharmonic tone of this d flat, the tone

c sharp has 273 3/8 vibrations ; consequently, the minor second is

most certainly smaller than the augmented prime."
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To Note No. 21, Page 12.

Even practically, composers occasionally use keys which have

more than seven sharps for their signatures, for instance, Bach in

his C sharp major fugue of the Well-tempered Clavichord, Book 1,

sometimes modulates into the keys of G sharp major and of E
sharp minor; Haydn in his C sharp minor piano-sonata, last move-
ment in the Trio, also introduces the key of G sharp major: Chopin
in the Eomance of his E minor concerto likewise uses the key
of G sharp major, and even the key of D sharp major.

To Note Xo. 38, Page -22.

Regarding this complete list of intervals it is necessary to

add, that in fact, there are three more intervals which, though ap-
pearing extremely seldom, do exist, and they are

:

1. The Double Augmented Prime,
2. The Double Augmented Fourth, and
3. The Double Diminished Fifth.

A double augmented prime is found by enlarging an aug-
mented prime by another large semitone

:

perfect primes augmented primes double augmented primes

£ ftp 1

^° ^-Hto^o \^Mo-?-o-

A melodic* double augmented prime appears in Chopin's "Va-
riations Brillantes," op. 12, 21st measure of the introduction; also,

the following writing is orthographically perfectly correct

—

$r
§£

3

s

the interval G flat
—G sharp between Alto and Soprano being a

harmonic* double augmented prime.

•Regarding the designations "melodic interval" and "harmonic in-

terval," compare Note No. 44.
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A double augmented fourth is found by enlarging an aug-

mented fourth by another large semitone

:

perfect fourths augmented fourths double augmented fourths

i j£^° iu bo a
j
t„B° i^bo m,„y° i

^t^o
;,

Also compare the following writing—harmonic double aug-

mented fourth between Alto and Soprano:

$
^=m-&

m
La

33:

A double diminished fifth is found by reducing a diminished
fifth by another large semitone

:

$
perfect fifths diminished fifths double dimuiished fifths

o , B—4° i. i l>o i ftg , | ,
t>o ; ^Q-¥^m SEE O- ^^

Also compare the following writing—melodic double dimin-

ished fifth in Soprano:

yg*i
p

s
-o-

ir

A double augmented interval, when inverted, becomes a

double diminished interval

—

A double diminished interval, when inverted, becomes a double
augmented interval.
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VI.

To Note No. 45, Part XIV, Page 30.

The natural or normal prime is the perfect prime,
The natural or normal second "

major second,
The natural or normal third " major third,

The natural or normal fourth "
perfect fourth,

The natural or normal fifth
«

perfect fifth,

The natural or normal sixth " major sixth,

The natural or normal seventh " Minor seventh,
The natural or normal octave "

perfect octave.

As the study of "Overtones" (compare Appendix Note VII)
teaches us, the natural or normal seventh of a certain tone is not
its major seventh but its minor seventh, special attention should
be given to this fact, that later, when the figure 7 is met without
added sign, the natural or minor seventh is always understood and
required; hence, the Dominant-seventh chord will be indicated

thus : D7—while the sharply dissonant interval of a major or large

seventh will be indicated with raising sign (<) as follows: T7<
or S7<

VII.

Overtones (Aliquottones or Partial tones) is the musical term
applied to a harmonic series of collateral tones of different pitch,

which, when heard collectively produce a vibrant sound con-

stituting what is called an actual ''tone". The strongest and most
prominent factor in such overtone series is the lowest or funda-

mental tone—and, a musical sound takes its name from the lowest

of its overtones.

Thus the complex vibration of any sound known as "tone" is

in fact the sonorous sounding-body of a number of partial or

upper tones which, though gradually diminishing in strength as

they rise in pitch, blend with the lowest tone in mathematical

proportion or ratio.

A string touched by a bow, a hammer, or a finger, does not

vibrate only as a whole but also in its aliquot parts or segments,

and the vibration of the proportionate parts of a string produces

simultaneously with the lowest or fundamental tone also the

octave, twelfth, fifteenth, seventeenth, etc., of such lowest tone.

For example, when the lowest string on a violoncello or the

corresponding same string in a pianoforte or other instrument is

brought into vibration, the following overtones are sounding:
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m .1 r$ j ^d etc.

It depends entirely on the quality or timbre of an instru-

ment, that is, the elasticity of its tone-producing body, whether

the overtones of any one tone can be heard more or less clearly.

A vibrating string in a new Steinway Grand certainly will produce

more and far better overtones than the corresponding same string

in a good upright piano; however, the following test, to prove the

presence of at least the strongest overtones, is possible on almost

any fairly good piano.

With the right hand silently depress on the piano the digital

or key of the tone 9g 4 »
dft

keeping the damper [right] pedal down, and with the left hand
strike strongly once or several times any or more digitals of a

lower tone C ; then, raise both the pedal and the left hand, and the

tone C (the key of which is still being held down by the right

hand) will now resound, its string having been brought into vibra-

tion by the vibrating action of the lower C string (or strings).

Now let the right hand silently depress instead of the above

mentioned digital C, one of its immediate neighbors, i. e., b, or c$,

or d, and repeat exactly the same process as above, striking again

a lower tone c, and the result will be that these strings (b, c%, or

d) will remain absolutely silent, which proves that none of these

tones, b, c%, or d belong to the overtones of such lower C.

Still another interesting experiment to prove the existence

of overtones is as follows:

Silently depress with the left hand the key of any low -tone*

keeping the damper [right] pedal down, and with the right hand
strike strongly once or several times any or more keys representing

some of the overtones of such low tone (the key of which is being
held down by the left hand)—then, raise both the pedal and the

right hand, and the tone (or tones) which had just been struck

will now be heard vibrating in the wire of the key held down by
the left hand.

Repeat this same process, but instead of striking any or more
digitals representing the overtones of a certain tone, strike, for

instance, its seventh, eleventh, or sixteenth, and the result will be
that no vibration or tone is heard at all, which' proves that the

seventh, eleventh, sixteenth, etc., are not included in the overtones
of any one tone.

*The decreasing value of the notes is shown only to indicate the
diminishing intensity of overtones as they rise in pitch—the higher the
overtone the weaker its relative strength.
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VIII.

To Note No. 94, Page 58.

Introducing the raised Sixth in the minor scale, the minor
scale resembles to a certain extent the old Dorian Church mode
[scale], and therefore this raised Sixth in the minor scale is known
bv the name of the Dorian Sixth,

IX.

To Note No 100, Page 61.

Many old books on Harmony claim that there are four kinds

of triads, citing in addition to the major and minor triads, a

diminished triad, that is, the chord formation:

$ S

and an augmented triad, the chord formation:

i
but of these two terms, the designation "diminished triad" is by all-

means radically wrong—the so-called diminished triad is no triad

at all, and the so-called augmented triad is a modified, altered

major or minor triad, to be studied later under the chapter of

"Altered Chords"—Book II.

The foundation of Harmony, or rather, of all modern music,

is to be found in the plain triads; and just as there are only two

different modes or genders in modern music (major and minor
modes) so also there are only two kinds of triads

—

major and
minor triads.

Triads are (as expressed in modern musical terminology) the

only Consonant chords*—and a triad always has the power of ap-

pearing as an absolute, independent chord, qualified to be a ruling

factor and acting as principal chord among others, for instance,

as a Tonic chord, and as the agent of this Tonal function giving

the musical mind satisfaction and rest.

Compare Note No. 189.
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For this reason, the so-called "diminished triad'' is no triad

at all, but a derivation of another more complicated and Dissonant

chord to be studied later. (Also compare Note No. 189).

Kegarding the so-called "diminished triad/'' Eiemann in his

wonderful, ultra modern book on Harmony, says:

"This chord formerly caused much doubtfulness, irresolution

and obscurity in the theory of harmony, because, in blind formal-

ism, it was grouped beside the major and minor chords in a

third class by those who thought it necessary to regard as pri-

mary all chords that could be represented as consisting of 'thirds'

placed over one another."

As the modern theory of chords is not at all found on the

principle of building up by "thirds" (the chord c-e-g does not ap-

pear as the combination of two thirds of different size, c-e and
e-g, but as the combination of a [major] third c-e and [perfect]

fifth c-g), so b-d-f does not appear comparable with c-e-g or a-c-e

but rather with g-b-f (a Dominant-seventh chord without its fifth),

in as far as both formations arise from the omission of an easily

dispensable tone in the chord of the Dominant-seventh.

The 8 ub dominant-sixth chord (compare Appendix Note
XYIII) without its fifth (for example, in the key of A minor, the

chord d-f-b) is only apparently similar to the Dominant-seventh
chord without its prime (as- in the key of major, the chord b-d-f),

but the great difference in Tonal function between these two
chord formations may be proved by comparing the following two
phrases

:

°T^i?.D2>D70T T S T.v.b. T

It is truly ridiculous to call the two chords at N.B. "dimin-

ished triads' with the tone b as root or principal tone. By all

means the second chord in the A minor example is the chord

d-f-a-b** with fifth omitted, and the fourth chord in the C major
example is the chord g-b-d-f with prime omitted.

•Regarding the designation D^. see Notes Xo. 130-142.

'"Compare Appendix Note XVIII.
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With regards to the "augmented triad"—the thesis given in

many Harmony books that "the augmented triad is found on the

third degree of the harmonic minor scale," conveys but little from
a purely musical point of view and is only in part correct; for

instance, if in the key of A minor, the so-called augmented triad,

the chord formation c-e-g$ appears, not the tone c but the tone

e will be found as the root of the chord, this tone e being the orig-

inal fundamental tone—and the only tone which in "perfect four-

part writing" can be doubled. Hence, this chord is not an aug-
mented triad built on the third degree of the harmonic minor
scale, but it is the Major Dominant triad (built on the fifth degree

of the minor scale) of which the perfect fifth (the tone b) has
been replaced by the minor sixth (the tone c) :

and the musical ear must readily perceive and admit, that the

second chord in this phrase, as stated before, is not to be considered

an augmented triad built on the tone e.

To Note No. 103, Page 62.

In all books on Harmony which advocate the "Figured Bass"

or "Thorough Bass Method" (for instance, Jadassohn's and Ilich-

ter's) the first inversion of a triad, i. e., when the third of the

triad is in the Bass, is called a "Chord of the Sixth," and the sec-

ond inversion of a triad—when the fifth of the triad is in the

Bass, is called a "Chord of the Fourth and Sixth."

But in this course of Harmony instruction the designations

"Chord of the Sixth" and "Chord of the Fourth and Sixth" are

more properly used for other chord formations, as will be shown
later (compare Notes No. 139-1-12 and Appendix Notes XIII and
XVIII).
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XI.

To Note No 110, Page 65.

It is true that many books on Harmony make no objection

whatever against consecutive fifths and consecutive octaves when
they occur in contrary motion, for the reason, that they often

appear in the works of even the greatest Classics. However, as

pupils frequently write consecutive fifths and consecutive octaves in

"contrary" motion only in order to easily avoid the unpardonable
mistake of writing them in "parallel" motion, thereby causing very

often a doubtful, or even bad leading of the voices, Kiemann's new
interdiction prohibiting the use of consecutive fifths and consecutive

octaves even in contrary motion will be strictly maintained in this

book and the pupil must be guided accordingly.

The reason why consecutive octaves are strictly forbidden, is,

that when two or more voices proceed in octaves

:

or

the respective individuality of one or more voices is entirely lost.
•

The above examples certainly do not contain /owr-part music

;

that is, four independent voices, each one going its own natural,

independent road: Example a simply shows a melody without
harmony (one-part music, so to speak)—which melody is merely
strengthened by octaves ; and example b shows tf^rce-part music in

which the upper voice has been strengthened or reinforced by the

octaves.

The interdiction against writing consecutive fifths, in fact,

finds its root in exactly the same principle as that of writing con-
secutive octaves. Two voices progressing in fifths would still

blend too much with one another, that here also, as in the case
of consecutive octaves, the individuality of two independent voices

would be lost, and besides, consecutive fifths generally cause a
more or less disagreeable effect.
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It is a fact, however, that on the organ when the mixture-
stop is used, each and every tone played is accompanied by its

perfect fifth and a continuous progression of consecutive fifths is

the result; but, as on the organ when a melody is harmonized, not
only one but each and every tone of every voice is accompanied by
its perfect fifth, this, naturally sends forth a volume or fullness

of sound [tone-production] which yields a perfect blending of all

voices, and in turn removes the disagreeable effect caused by two
voice-parts proceeding in fifths. And thus, on the organ, when
the mixture-stop is used, the tone-volume brought into play on
account of all voices progressing in fifths, creates and emits a
richness of tone-color swelling into proportions of sublime grandeur.

XII.

To Note No. 118, Page TO.

Regarding "Melodic augmented'' and "Melodic diminished

Intervals," Kiemann says:

"All augmented and diminished part progressions necessitate

a subsequent semitone step, the 'augmented' ones further away in

the direction of the melodic interval already made (for which rea-

son they almost without exception contradict the melody principle

mentioned in Note No. 90—turning after leaps—and are there-

fore bad), the 'diminished' ones, on the other hand, turning again

(by which means they attain a specifically melodic character).

But melodic diminished intervals are good, only on the supposi-

tion that a turning semitone step follows ; if the latter does not

follow or is impossible, the melodic diminished interval also is

bad. The first consequence of this is that a melodic diminished

interval must be excluded in cadences."

—

bad

D °T

V£/
*

V^
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XIII.

To Note No. 142, Page 84.

Regarding this very interesting chord, which in older Harmony
books most erroneously is always known as a "Tonic chord in the

second inversion/' but to which Riemann has given its real Tonal

Function, the new and only true, authentic name—The "Domi-

nant-Four-Six Chord"—a most excellent Essay, entitled Die

Hauptkadenz in\ Wandel der Zeiten, by Martin Frey, appeared

in the German semi-monthly "Die Musik" (Heft 4. Zweites No-

vember-Heft, 13 Jahrgang 1913-1914).

In this exceedingly well written essay, Martin Frey pays

highest tribute to the "Geniale Pfadfinder in dem Reiche der Har-

monieen," Prof. Dr. Hugo Riemann, for having found and estab-

lished the true origin of this chord in question, and the reading

and further study of this essay is warmly recommended to all ultra-

conservative musicians who still adhere to the old faulty theory

that this chord is a Tonic chord with fifth in the Bass.

XIV.

To Note No. 146, Page 86.

Not until now, having studied the Dominant-Four-Six chord,

could a more detailed explanation be given of Notes No. 132 and

133 ; namely, why the Bass is never allowed to take the Fifth of a

triad by a leap.

Whenever a voice takes a tone by a leap, such tone accord-

ingly becomes more prominent, more emphasized than if same
were reached by a step of a second.

If the Bass were to take the fifth of a triad by a leap:
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the chord at N.B., most decidedly would lose its color or individual

character, forfeiting in this case its Subdominant function on ac-

count of the prominence of the bass-tone taken by a leap. The
ear doubtlessly would refuse to accept this F major triad as the

Subdominant chord of the key of C major (which it is intended

to be) ; but instead it would readily take this chord as the D^
chord of the new key into which it is expected to modulate, and
the ear naturally would expect the following progression after the

chord noted above at N.B.

:

which is a modulation into the key of F major.

This, however, is not intended to be the case, for the F major
triad at N.B. should appear as the Subdominant chord of the origi-

nal key, and therefore either the prime or the third must be given

to the Bass-voice.

This "Misrepresentation of the Tonal function of a chord" is

the important reason why the Bass is never allowed to take the

fifth of a triad by a leap.

XV.

To Note No. 148, Page 87.

Although in any piece of music the Tonic chord is always the

most important and leading chord, second to none, it is interesting

to prove that in one respect at least both the Dominant chord and
the Subdominant chord are more powerful than the Tonic chord;

namely,
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Establishing Tonality.

In the major mode, the Tonic chord needs at least

two other consonant chords (compare Note No. 189) in order

to establish Tonality ; for instance, the progression of the principal

triads T-D or D-T leaves the ear fully in doubt whether these

chords are to be actually understood as either of the aforesaid pro-

gressions, or as S-T or T-S of a different key—likewise, the pro-

gression of the principal triads T-S or S-T also leaves the ear

fully in doubt as to their proper tonality and same could be under-

stood as. either T-S or S-T, or as D-T or T-D of a different key.

Consequently, a third chord must positively be added to the

progression T-D or D-T, or to T-S or S-T in order to remove
all doubt regarding the tonality, as : T-D-S, or T-S-D, or S-D-T,
etc. Therefore in the major mode a Tonic chord needs at least

two more consonant chords before it can express its real tonal func-

tion ; but (barring the Tonic chord) the Dominant chord, or the

Subdominant chord needs the help of only one consonant chord in

order to efface all doubt about tonality, for the progression of the

chords D-S or S-D, or of the chords D-°S or °S-D can never be

mistaken for any other tonal functions. Such is the case in the

succession of chords shown in Note No. 148 ; the Subdominant
chord being followed immediately by the Dominant chord, the pos-

sibility of a misunderstanding of the tonal function of the second

chord [the D chord] is absolutely excluded,—and this is the reason

of the restricted concession described and permitted in Notes No.
148 and 149.

A most beautiful thesis is that of the celebrated French musi-

cian, Jean Philippe Rameau [1683-1764],—translating the word
Tonic into musical terminology as Centre Harmonique.

The Tonic chord most decidedly represents the centre point of a

circle, a circle which consists, figuratively speaking, of a family of

many different chords surrounding their leading member—their pro-

genitor, and if the Tonic chord is regarded as Centre, the two chords,

Dominant and Subdominant, may be regarded as the two Poles, or

Opponents; thus, as said before, in order to establish Tonality,

the power of D-S or S-D, or D-°S or °S-D is much stronger than

T-S or S-T, or T-°S or °S-T and T-D or D-T.

XYI.
To Note No. 152, Page 90.

A Deceptive Close [or Deceptive Cadence]* arises, if an
Authentic or Perfect Cadence is modified in such manner that the

penultimate chord (which as stated in Note No. 154 can only be

the Dominant chord) is followed by any other chord but the Tonic
chord; for example, if the following series of chords:

*The word "Close" is used as a definite term to distinguish it from
the word "Cadence."
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i l
S .. D^D

Q V o o r. f

11S
is followed by

:

I
IE

m

or by:

2n:

W
or "by:

*s

etc.

XVII.

To Note No. 156, Page 93.

A Half Close arises, if the last chord of a sentence [or

phrase] is a Dominant Chord in fundamental position and usually

followed by at least four or more measures:

j | g

D T^ D

S^S rr
3^ 1=1 j.

etc.

^ f^ XE

Neither a Deceptive close nor a Half close can ever be used as

the final ending or conclusion of a piece of music—consequently,
they appear only at the end of intermediate parts ; as, the non-ap-
pearance of the Tonic chord at the close—also, the questioning
character of the Dominant function compels a further continu-
ation.

A Full Close arises, if the last chord of a period is a
Tonic Chord in fundamental position.
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XVIII.

To Note Xo. 167, Page 99.

Relative to the Degree of Relationship manifest between
Principal triads and Secondary triads, it is singular that all leading

books on Harmony fail to give to this important subject any ex-

plicatory analysis ; in fact, the mutual kinship emanating from the

succession and intermingling of these harmonies and the reciprocal

concordance of one with the other is a subject entirely obscure and
foreign to such theorists as Jadassohn, Paul, Kichter and others.

However, the great ingenuity of Uiemann again asserts itself

and with the introduction of his theory of Parallel Chords, sub-

stantiating the mutual relationship between Principal triads and
certain Secondary triads, it is obvious, that all unknowingly, ig-

norance in general on this point has heretofore caused much uncer-

tainty and irresolution.

Even, at the present time, as long as musicians continue

to be strict adherents of the methods and theories expounded
in older books of Harmony instruction, this uncertainty will pre-

vail, and in consequence of same, a doubtful solution with refer-

ence to the constituent elements of various chord formations will

persist.

In order to prove conclusively the exact extent of this rela-

tionship existing between Principal triads and Secondary triads of

a major key, the following -merits thorough examination.

For the sake of simplicity, the key of C major will be used

as the basis for this analysis.

Hence, careful scrutiny will reveal to the student the same
striking similarity between Tonic triad and the secondary triad

1

T
built on the sixth degree ipi as between Tonie

triad and the secondary triad built ori the third degree

* T
iF^

for, in both cases, these secondary triads have two tones in com-
mon with the Tonic chord.

Likewise comparing the Subdominant triad and the secondary

c

triad built on the second degree ij£z

c
s

s^i with the Su!>-
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dominant triad and the secondary triad built on the sixth degree

p=B visibly, same display marked similitude.

Here again, both these secondary triads have two tones in

common with the Subdominant chord.

Although, the above four examples appear alike in kind, they

differ in degree; and, as soon as the ear becomes the judge, it is

evident that the mutual relationship existing between the two
chords at a, and between the two chords at c is much stronger than

that between each of the two groups of chords at Examples b and
d. This may be proved by the simultaneous sounding of all of the

different elements belonging to such two chords—hence, the simul-

taneous sounding of the two chords at a produces the mild dis-

sonance :

m&
while, the simultaneous sounding of the two chords at b produces

the sharp dissonance

:

iNi
Thus also, the combined harmony of the two chords at c yields

the mild dissonance

:

$ i
while, the combined harmony of the two chords at d yields the

sharp dissonance:

^
Therefore, this is proof that the degree of relationship between

each of the two groups of chords at a and c is much stronger har-

moniously than that between each of the two groups of chords at

b and d.

The chord formations at / and h are known as "Large Seventh

chords*' (or specifically as the Tonic-Seventh chord and the Sub-
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dominant-Seventh chord respectively), while the chord formations

at e and g are known, in accordance with the more advanced
theories of modern Harmony, by the name of "Large Sixth chords"
(namely, the Tonic-Sixth chord and the Subdominant-Sixth chord
respectively).

The fundamental position of the chords at e and g, as in the

key of C major, certainly is not

^ and i i
but most decidedly

$ m and i 8
and the tones a and d are not the tones on which these chords have
been built, but the tones c and / are the primes, the respective

fundamental tones of the chords shown at e and g.

In all the older, principal books on Harmony (Jadassohn's,

Richter's, Paul's, etc.), these "Chords of the Sixth" are entirely

unknown; but, here again, all. honor is due to the great German
musician and theorist, Dr. Hugo Eiemann, crediting his most
wonderful, highly modernized theories with the only proper solu-

tion of these chord formations and further assigning to these very

important chords (especially to the "Chord of the Sixth" built on
the Subdominant) their real characteristic place in the realm of

Harmonic Relationship in Music.

It certainly is absurd to call, for instance, the very first chord

after the fanfare-introduction to "Mendelssohn's Wedding March,"
the chord:

a Seventh-chord, with the tone / sharp as the prime or root of the

chord; by all means, the prime, the fundamental and harmonically

most important ruling tone of this chord, is the bass-tone a and
not f sharp as is claimed by all books' following the set theories of

the old-fashioned Figured Bass Method.
Therefore this very first chord in "Mendelssohn's Wedding

March" is the minor triad a-c-e to which the natural sixth, the tone
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/ sharp, has been added in order to strengthen its Subdominant
function— (just as the chord g-b-d-f in the key of C major is in

reality the major triad y-b-d—in order to strengthen its Dominant
function, the natural* seventh may be added)—consequently, the

Subdominant chord of the key of E minor (considering the first

two measures after the fanfare-introduction as belonging to the

key of E minor and disregarding for the present the theory of

Infra-Dominants**) is a-c-e to which, as stated before, the natural

sixth has been added, producing the Subdominant-Sixth chord, the.

chord a-c-e-f% (as in the key of E minor).

However, this does not mean that the chord formation a-c-e-f%

(or any of its inversions) is at all times positively a Subdominant-
Sixth chord, for as stated in Note No. 99, the Tonal function of

a chord depends not upon the very chord itself, but upon those

chords by which it is immediately surrounded or connected ; as, in

the following phrase:

T Si> T

i m 1

%m r

La i
£

the third chord in this case is not a Subdominant-Sixth chord with

the tone a as prime, but most decidedly- this chord formation is the

Dominant-Ninth chord of the key of G major with "prime"
omitted (to which chord Riemann has given the appropriate name
of "Dominant-Third-Ninth chord," or briefly the "Three-Nine
chord'') ; and, in this chord, the tone / sharp is indisputably the

most important tone.

Another striking example of the Subdominant-Sixth chord is

found in the very first measure of Beethoven's Sonata, op. 31,

No. 3, in E flat major:

i#feMi i
f

'> tat i

This chord is not a Seventh-chord with / as prime or funda-

mental tone, but it is unquestionably the Subdominant-Sixth chord

Compare Appendix Note VI.
**Compare Appendix Note XXI.
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of the key of E flat major with the tone a flat as prime and root of

the chord.*

The very simplest and best expedient to prove that in these

two examples (Mendelssohn's Wedding Marcn and Beethoven's

Sonata, op. 31, No. 3) the tones / sharp and / (in the chords

a-c-e-f$ and a\)-c-e\)-f) are not the primes or roots of these chords,

is to play both of these chords as follows

:

In the Mendelssohn example, omitting alternately the tones

a and /# in the chord a-c-e-{\ ; and likewise, in the Beethoven

example, omitting alternately the tones a\) and / in the chord

a\)-c-e\)-f.

Herefrom it can be judged which of the two tones in each of

these examples can best be omitted without absolutely changing

or destroying the intended effect—the characteristic color or Tonal

function of the chords in question.

It will be evident that as far as harmony is concerned the

Mendelssohn chord will lose considerably less of its color by omit-

ting the tone / sharp than by omitting the tone a, and the

Beethoven chord will also lose considerably less of its character by

omitting the tone / than by omitting the tone a fiat, thus proving

that the tones a and a flat respectively are the most important

elements of the chords under discussion, and that these tones (a

and a flat) from a harmonic viewpoint must positively be consid-

ered as the two primes or roots on which these chords have been

built.

Although the Subdominant-Sixth chord in the examples given

above of Mendelssohn and Beethoven appears in both cases as first

or initial chord, the most characteristic place of the Subdominant-
Sixth chord is in the perfect or complete cadence—compare the

following Subdominant-Sixth chords in Beethoven's piano-sonatas

:

Opus 2, No. 1 (F minor), first movement, second measure from
the end,

Opus 10, No. 3 (D major), second movement, measures 20, 25,

59, 64 and 71,

Opus 13, (C minor), Introduction, measure 10, and second move-
ment, twenty-first measure,

Opus 27, No. 2 (C sharp minor), first movement, thirteenth

measure.

As Riemann himself writes: "Centuries ago, the celebrated

French musician, Jean Philippe Rameau (1683-1764), already

speaks of the chord d-f-a-c in the key of G major as I'accord de la

Sixte ajoutee—" and Riemann absolutely ignores the old idea of

even modern conservative musicians that the theory of chords is

found on the principle of building up by Thirds.

*By way of parenthesis it may be stated here that Beethoven's
writing of the notes g fiat in the fourth and fifth measures is not
orthographically correct, same should read f sharp instead of y fiat.
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XIX.

To Note No. 183, Page 110.

It is true, however, that the accidentally raised tone in modern
minor music is used as an element in a series of more complicated

chord formations ; for example, in the key of A minor, the chords

c-e-g%, and especially g%-b-d are met with occasionally, but when-
ever these chords are introduced, for instance, the chords at N.B.,

dbb-4

°T N.B. T °S D|> N.B.

TH

r
J J—

i

f—

r

s xe

F=fr=T 33:

r
it is well to keep in mind that these chord formations are by no

means triads (compare Note No. 100) but "Dissonant chords"

which will be studied in Book II.

XX.

To Note No. 184, Page 111.

The reason why the °Tp and the °Dp chords seldom appear

any more in modern minor music is that each of these two chords

contain as an element the seventh tone of the old natural minor

scale in its original, non-raised form; and the appearance of this

non-raised seventh as an actual element of a chord in the minor

mode disturbs more or less the characteristic tonality of the Modern
Minor Mode.

XXI.

To Note No. 186, Part VII, Page 114.

The study of Intra Dominant Chords has not been discussed

in this first book, but will be introduced in Book II of this course

of Harmony Instruction, however, the student may be interested

to know that Riemann has given the most ingenious name of

"Intra Dominant Chords" to any key-foreign chord which has

+D relationship with any chord of a certain key.
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For example, take Beethoven's piano sonata, op. 14, No. 2,

the second movement, measures 17 and 18:

ls 3E i> tdt-^
S

Ff^F

py py'fryi
Here, most certainly, there is no question of leaving the key

of C major or of actual modulation into the keys of D minor and
of E minor—the chord a-c%-e-g is the "Intra Dominant-Seventh
chord" of the subsequent Sp chord, and the chord b-d%-f%-a is the

"Intra Dominant-Seventh chord" of the subsequent Dp chord, both

of the key of C major.

Riemann indicates "Intra Dominant Chords" with the function-

letter D or D 7 placed in parenthesis, thus: (D) or (D7
) ; and

therefore, a function-letter within parenthesis does not refer to

the key in which the music is written, but to the chord which im-
mediately follows the parenthesis, thus conceiving this last chord

as Imagined Tonic.

The tonal functions of the above mentioned two measures of

Beethoven's Sonata are

:

C m v

7 T
m Sp (D') Pp

T
D7

r
Cmqfor

and the tonal functions of the following two measures of Beethoven

are

T (D7
) °S (D) °S D
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XXII.

A most interesting, highly elevating musical diversion may
now be attempted by the more advanced and talented pupil, and
with the guidance of the teacher, the instructive study of harmoni-
cally analyzing some of the simpler works of the Classics may be

introduced at this time.

Beginning with Kuhlau's beautiful Sonatinas, all harmonies
must be analyzed and tonal function ascribed to each and every

chord ; thus, giving the student an excellent opportunity to practi-

cally employ such knowledge of harmony as he has acquired so far

from the study of Book I of this course of Harmony Instruction.

It is natural that the piano pupil, having devoted many years

to piano-study prior to taking up the study of Harmony, is more
or less better acquainted with tonality and the rudiments of modu-
lation. No matter what he is playing, whether a simple Czerny

Study, a Clementi Sonatina, or even one of the greater works of

Bach, Beethoven, or Wagner, he should at all times be perfectly

conscious and mindful of the key in which he is performing,

making note on the printed score respecting the modulations from

one key to another.

First of all, however, it will be necessary that the teacher con-

veys to the pupil a general idea of the "Dominant-Seventh chord,"

of "Passing-tones," "Auxiliary-tones" (also called "neighbor-

tones"), and "Accented Auxiliary-tones" (the latter, in fact, being

identical with "unprepared suspensions").

As an example, take the first movement of Kuhlau's Sonatina,

op. 55, No. 2.

This composition is written in the key of G major; therefore,

write at the beginning of this piece, in the first measure, G major.

This key of G major prevails throughout the first eight meas-

ures, and in the ninth measure (although the key-signature of G
major is retained) a new key, the key of D major begins to rule.

Write in the ninth measure D major, and this key of D major

extends throughout measures nine to twenty inclusive.

In the twenty-first measure, the tone C sharp yields to C nat-

ural, consequently at this point the composer leaves the key of D
major and returns to the principal key of G major.

Write in the twenty-first measure G major, and this key of

G major continues to rule until the very end of the first movement.

Not until the modulations of an entire movement have been

settled, and the pupil is thoroughly familiar with the different keys

used, can he proceed to write (above the staff) the tonal functions

of each and every harmony. For illustration, the tonal functions

of this entire first movement are as follows

:
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This first movement gives an excellent proof of the fact that

of the three tonal functions Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant,
the first two functions, Tonic and Dominant take a decidedly more
prominent place and appear far oftener than the Subdominant
function. Further itemizing the harmonies of this first movement,
the result will be as follows

:

Tonic function ruling in more than 24 measures,

Dominant function ruling in more than 20 measures, and
Subdominant function ruling in only 3 measures.

,

Whenever the pupil meets a chord which has not been studied

as yet (for instance, in the second movement of this same Sona-
tina, sixth measure, the chord on the third beat c-e\)-a in the key of

G major), for the present such chords are simply ignored.

In passages of a purely melodic character, that is melody without
harmony fas in measures 1 and 5 after the repetition sign), for the
present, the tonal functions may he omitted.
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Although the style of music of Kuhlau's Sonatinas is a very

simple form, and therefore, at the beginning, especially suitable

for the instructive study of "Harmonic Analysis," on the other

hand, as the student progresses in this branch of study, the more

complicated works of the great Masters must also be interpreted

and analyzed.
. .

In fact, in order to prove that all music, whether simple or

complex, rests upon the three mighty pillars, Tonic, Dominant, and

Subdominant, and the structural development of any and all com-

positions take root in these Tonal functions, it will be interesting

to note that in Book II, for example, Wagner's Prelude to Tristan

and Isolde will be harmonically analyzed.

As the well-known musical critic, Ernest Newman, writes:

"The music in Tristan and Isolde is in many respects the most

complex, the most subtle, the most modern ; three centuries of de-

velopment were necessary before music could attain to such depth

of imagination and such control of form'—it undoubtedly will

appeal as doublv interesting to even the most skeptical that such

analvsis is certainlv possible of the most difficult music involving

the use of the boldest and freest chord formations of modern music.
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